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Abstract 

Recent developments in graph theory have shown the importance of 
the class of partial Iv- trees. This large class of graphs admits several 
algorithm design methodologies that render efficjent solutions for a large 
number of problems inherently difficult for general graphs. In this thesis 
we develop such algorithms to solve a variety of reliability problems on 
partial Iv-tree networks with node and edge failures. We also investigate 
the problem of designing uniformly optimal 2-trees with respect to the 
2-terminal reliability measure. 

We model a. communication network as a graph in which nodes rep
resent communication sites and edges represent bidirectional communica
tion lines. Each component (node or edge) has an associated probability of 
operation. Components of the network are in either operational or failed 
state and their failures are statistically independent. Under this model, 
the reliability of a network G is defined as the probability that a given 
connectivity condition holds. The l-terminal reliability of G, Rel1 ( G), is 
the probability that any two of a given set of I nodes of G can commu
nicate. Robustness of a network to withstand failures can be expressed 
through network resilience, Res( G), which is the expected number of dis
tinct pairs of nodes that can communicate. Computing these and other 
similarly defined measures is #P-hard for general networks. 

We use a dynamic programming paradigm to design linear time al"'. 
gorithms that compute Reli ( G), Res( G), and some other reliability and 
resilience measures of a partial k-tree network given with an embedding 
in a k-tree (for a fixed k). 

Reliability problems on directed networks are also inherently difficult. 
We present efficient algorithms for directed versions of typical reliability 
and resilience problems restricted to partial Iv-tree networks without node 
failures. Then we reduce to those reliability problems allowing both node 
and edge failures. 

Finally, we study 2-terminal reliability aspects of 2-trees. We charac
terize uniformly optimal 2-trees, 2-paths, and 2-caterpillars with respect 
to Reh and identify local graph operations that improve the 2-terminal 
reliability of 2-tree networks. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Network Reliability 

The reliability of a network is a measure of the network's ability to perform a given 

communication task in the presence of failures. The effect of a failure on the overall 

performance of a network may vary from unnoticeable ( e.g., failure of a communication 

site that is not used in the communication task), to serious ( e.g., long delays induced 

by re-routing of messages), to catastrophic ( e.g., failures of all the nodes in a cutset ). 

Combinatorial methods are a powerful tool in the analysis of network reliability problems 

and in the design of reliable networks. 

Research in combinatorics of network reliability focuses on three main areas: the 

formulation of realistic reliability criteria, the development of analytical tools to compare 

networks according to these criteria, and the synt~esis of networks that are optimal with 

respect to these criteria. Our research is concerned with the latter two objectives. We 

are interested in the development of efficient algorithms to compute network reliability 

measures and in characterizing optimal networks with respect to a variety of reliability 

measures. 

Network failures may occur at the protocol and at the topological level. The typical 

cause of failures at the protocol level is a bad routing algorithm. A routing algorithm may 

fail to meet delay requirements, it may cause traffic bottlenecks that flood the network, 

or it may fail to detect an operational path even though one exists. 

Failures at the topological level can be classified as deterministic or probabilistic. 

We can view deterministic failures as the result of adversary attacks that follow a deter

ministic pattern. For example, the adversary may follow the rule of destroying at most k 

communication lines at a time. Under this assumption we may use edge connectivity as 
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a reliability criterion and investigate the corresponding analysis and synthesis problems, 

namely, defining efficient algorithms to compute edge connectivity of a network and find

ing optimal networks with respect to edge connectivity. Deterministic reliability problems 

have been well studied. We can, for example , use classical work on network flow algorithms 

to solve problems concerning edge connectivity. A thorough account of the early work in 

deterministic network reliability can be found in [31]; more recent work is surveyed in [19]. 

Probabilistic failures can be viewed as the result of random adversary attacks or 

random component wearout. We assume that each component (node and edge) of the 

network has an associated probability of operation and that the operation of a component 

does not affect the operation of any other component . Under this model, the reliability of a 

network G with respect to a given communication task ( e.g., broadcast) is the probability 

that the communication task can be carried out in G . In spite of the assumption of 

statistical independence of edge failures, it is generally agreed that probabilistic reliability 

measures are, in general, more realistic and useful than deterministic reliability measures. 

However, it is also well known that most of the analysis problems in probabilistic models 

are #P-complete. For instance, computing the 2-terminal reliability of a network is #P

complete, even when the network is planar [55]. 

Synthesis problems in probabilistic models also seem to be extremely difficult. For 

instance, a famous conjecture by Boesch, concerning the existence of uniformly optimal 

( n , m) graphs with respect to all-terminal reliability, only recently has been proved wrong 

[47] . Colbourn presents an excellent survey of the work on probabilistic network reliability 

in [23]. 

The apparent intractability of the probabilistic reliability problems has lead to the 

development of efficient approximation algorithms and of exact algorithms for restricted 

classes of graphs (see [23] for a comprehensive discussion). The first part of our research 

is concerned with the development of exact algorithms to compute probabilistic reliability 

measures on partial k-tree networks. 

We have three main reasons for restricting the study of exact algorithms to partial 

k-tree networks. First of all, the class of partial k-trees, even for small values of k, is 

I 
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considerably general. For instance, the class of partial 4-trees contains the class of series

parallel, Halin , A-Y, and outerplanar graphs [15 , 28]. 

Secondly, Amberg and Proskurowski [10] devised an algorithm design methodology 

for partial k-trees that leads to the development of efficient, often linear time, algorithms 

for a variety of #P-hard problems restricted to partial k-trees. We have employed this 

· technique to solve a number of #P-complete probabilistic reliability problems in linear 

time, when the network is a partial k-tree, k is fixed, and an embedding in a k-tree is 

given . 

Thirdly, exact algorithms for partial k-trees may be useful in approximating the 

probabilistic reliability of general networks. Edge packing is a well known heuristic tech

nique that gives an approximation of the probabilistic reliability of a network. We c~n 

approximate the reliability of G by finding an edge-packing of G ( using some heuristic 

method) , computing the exact reliability of each subgraph in the collection, and then 

combining these exact reliabilities. Colbourn [23] has suggested edge-packing by partial 

2-trees as a promising alternative to obtain better lower bounds for some reliability prob

lems. We believe that better, and still efficient, approximation algorithms may result if we 

use edge packings by partial k-trees (k = 3 or k = 4) and the exact algorithms presented 

in Chapter III and Chapter IV. 

The second part of our research is concerned with synthesis problems. We identify 

uniformly optimal 2-tree networks with respect to the 2-terminal reliability measure. Our 

interest is in characterizing the best ( most reliable) and worst (least reliable) k-trees with 

respect to some reliability measure and in better understanding the relationships between 

the k-tree topology and the reliability of the underlying network. Neufeld and Colbourn 

[50] characterized the best 2-trees with respect to all-terminal reliability. Clark et al. [21] 

characterized the best 2-paths with respect to resilience. 

Terminology 

Except for a few explicitly defined concepts , we use the basic graph theoretic ter

minology as defined in [37]. Our terminology concerning network reliability follows the 
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terminology in [23]. In particular, we want to emphasize that we are concerned with the 

study of probabilistic models of reliability only. We present terminology specific to partial 

k-trees and network reliability in Chapter II and Chapter III, respectively. 

Thesis Overview 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter II discusses the algorithm design 

methodology of Arnborg and Proskurowski [10]. We open the section with some historical 

background, a brief overview of related work, and some fundamental definitions and re

sults concerning partial k-trees. We conclude this section with a discussion of complexity 

issues in the design of algorithms for partial k-trees. 

Chapter III presents our results concerning exact algorithms for probabilistic relia

bility measures on undirected partial k-tree networks. A brief presentation of fundamental 

definitions and complexity issues precedes the description of our algorithms. Then we use 

the algorithm design methodology presented in Chapter II to construct linear time al

gorithms computing the !-terminal reliability, !-broadcast resilience, and resilience of a 

network, as well as a polynomial time algorithm solving network broadcast facility prob

lems [49]. 

Reliability problems on directed networks are extremely difficult. Even though there 

is a simple technique to reduce some undirected reliability problems to their directed 

counterparts . There is no known technique to reduce directed reliability problems to their 

undirected counterparts maintaining the input network a partial k-tree. Therefore, the 

algorithms in Chapter III are not useful to solve directed network reliability problems. 

Chapter IV discusses techniques to obtain polynomial time algorithms for the directed 

versions of the reliability problems solved in Chapter III. The network model is initially 

simplified by assuming that nodes are fail-safe. Then we discuss how to generalize the 

algorithms to deal with node failures. 

Chapter V presents our results concerning the synthesis of uniformly optimal partial 

k-trees (k = 2). The results in Chapter V characterize the best and worst 2-trees, 2-paths, 

and 2-caterpillars with respect to the 2-terminal reliability. Similar to the results of [50], 

I 
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the results in this chapter can also be used to· improve the reliability of a network by 

performing simple local operations on the topology of the network. 

Chapter VI presents a summary of our contributions and future research directions. 
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CHAPTER II 

PARTIAL K-TREES 

The success of a model depends on a delicate balance between the modeling power 

and the analytical power . of the model. The modeling power of a model measures how 

general the domain of application of the model is. For example, we could use general 

graphs or trees to model computer communication networks. Evidently, the modeling 

power of general graphs is larger than the modeling power of trees. However, trees are 

a very attractive model because many difficult problems for general graphs are easy for 

trees. 

The analytical power of a model measures how good the model is as an analytical 

tool. The computational complexity of questions that the model is expected to help 

solve determines the analytical power of the model. Not surprisingly, the modeling power 

and the analytical power of a model are typically in conflict. Increasing the modeling 

power of a model without substantially degrading its analytical power is an important 

accomplishment. 

The class of partial k-trees is an attractive subject of study because both its modeling 

and its analytical power are "very good." The modeling power of the class of partial k-trees 

is illustrated by the number of important families of graphs that are contained in the class 

of partial k-trees ( e.g., series-parallel, Halin, and bounded cutwidth graphs) [15]. Their 

analytical power is suggested by the variety of graph theoretic NP-complete problems that 

have been solved in polynomial and even linear time when restricted to partial k-trees (for 

a fixed value of k) [10, 16, 43]. From a graph theoretical point of view, the interesting 

structural properties of partial k-trees make them a research subject in their own right. 

I 

i 

I 

I 
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Definitions 

We follow the graph theoretic terminology in [37]. Unless otherwise specified, a 

graph G = (V, E) is loopless, undirected, and simple. We also denote the set of nodes of 

Gas V(G) and the set of edges of Gas E(G). A clique of G is a (not necessarily maximal) 

complete subgraph of G. A k-clique is a clique that has exactly k nodes. A graph H is a 

partial graph of G if His a spanning subgraph of G. We use H ~ G to denote that His 

a partial graph of G and H ~ G to denote that His a subgraph of G. For any set W of 

nodes of G, the subgraph induced by Wis the maximal subgraph of G with node set W. 

For any given node v in V(G), the attachment of v in G is the subgraph of G induced by 

the nodes adjacent to v. 

Let G and H be two graphs, the union of G . and H is the graph 

Gu H = (V(G) u V(H), E(G) u E(H)). The complement G of graph G has V(G) as 

its node set, but two nodes in Gare adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in G. We 

use G - v to denote the subgraph of G induced by V( G) \ { v }. Similarly, for any subset of 

nodes W ~ V(G), G - W denotes the subgraph of G induced by V(G) \ W. The subset 

of nodes Wis a graph separator of G if G - W has more connected components than G. 

Given a pair of nodes u, v in V( G) and a subset of nodes W ~ V( G), Wis a u-v separator 

if u and v are connected in G but disconnected in G - W. 

A graph is chordal if every cycle with four or more nodes has a chord, i.e., an edge 

between two nodes that are not consecutive in the cycle. 1 A perfect elimination ordering 

(peo) of a graph G is a one-to-one numbering v1 , ... , Vn of the nodes of G such that for 

each i ( i = 1, ... , n ), the higher-numbered neighbors of Vi form a clique. A graph is 

chordal if and only if it has a perfect elimination ordering [32]. 

A graph G is k-decomposable if it meets either of the following conditions [9]: 

( a) G has k + l or fewer nodes; 

1 Chordal graphs have been re-discovered and renamed several times. Some of the 
names given to chordal graphs are: perfect elimination, triangulated, and circuit rigid 
graphs. 
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(b) There is a subgraph S of G, with at most k nodes, such that G- V( S) is disconnected 

and has connected components C1 , . • . , Ci, and each of the subgraphs of G induced 

by V(S) u V(Ci), augmented by the edges in E(S) is k-decomposable. 

For the following definitions let us consider graphs that contain both multiple edges 

and loops. A contraction of an edge is the replacement of two adjacent nodes and the 

edge between them with a single node, with all edges previously incident to either of the 

removed nodes now being incident to the new node. A graph G contains another graph H 

as a llliilQI if a subgraph of G can be transformed into H via a sequence of contractions. 

The MC H problem (Minor Containment with respect to a fixed graph H) consists of 

determining if a fixed graph H is a minor of the input graph. 

Background 

Beineke and Pippert [14] initiated the study of k-trees by generalizing a recursive, 

generative definition of trees (I-trees) as follows. Let k be a fixed positive integer. A 

graph is a (full) k-tree if it satisfies either of the following conditions: 

( a) It is the complete graph on k nodes, K k· 

(b) It has a node v of degree k with completely connected neighbors, and the graph 

obtained by removing v and its incident edges is a k-tree. 

A graph is a partial k-tree if it is a partial graph of a k-tree. Figure 1 shows some 

examples of k-ttees and partial k-trees. Notice that, because we can always find a perfect 

elimination ordering for any k-tree, k-trees are chordal graphs. I~ fact, it is easy to verify 

that for any k-tree on n nodes the higher numbered neighbors of the first n - k nodes of 

a perfect elimination ordering induce a k-clique. It is also easy to verify that a graph is 

a partial k-tree if and only if it is k-decomposable. A node v is a k-leaf if its neighbors 

induce a k-clique K. 

Three years after the paper by Beineke and Pippert was published, an independent 

paper by Rose [58) introduced k-trees and established many of their essential properties. 

By that time, chordal graphs had already been been the object of algorithmic study. For 
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ex am pie . H0se [.j,) applied chordal graphs to Gaussian elimination of sparse symmetric 

s~,stems of linear equations, and Gavril [33] develop ed pol.vnomial t ime algorithms for a 

vari ety of ~P-complete problems restricted to chordal graphs. Research on chordal graphs 

dates back to the early sixties (26]. 

Neither [14) nor (58) mention the class of partial k-trees. At the time res_earchers were 

not aware of the modeling and analytical power of partial k-trees. However, forests, series

parallel graphs , and other restricted cases of partial k-trees had already been studied ( e.g., 

[27, 36]) . Subsequent findings of algorithmic properties of chordal graphs ( e.g. (34, 59]) 

increased the interest in the class of k-trees during the seventies and early eighties. At 

the same time, new classes of graphs, which were later found to be special cases of partial 

k-trees , were defined and studied as independent classes ( e.g., outerplanar (37], bounded 

bandwidth [46] , and ~-Y graphs [51]). 

The last decade has been a period of synthesis of the multiple, scattered results 

accumulated during the seventies. Robertson and Seymour's work on graph minors paved 

the way for the realization of the modeling and analytical power of partial k-trees [56]. 

Using Robertson and Seymour~s terminology, we can define the class of partial k-trees as 

the class of graphs with tree width ::; k. This alternative definition has facilitated the 

proof that several important classes of graphs are partial k-trees ·for some value of k [15) 

and has opened new avenues of research [38]. 

Robertson and Seymour define the class of graphs of tree-width ::; k as follows. Let 

G (V, £) be a graph. A tree decomposition of G is a pair ( {Xi I i E J}, T = (I, F)), 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: ( a.) A 2-tree ( b) A 3- tree ( c) A partial 4-tree. 
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such that the set {Xi Ii E J} is a family of subsets of V and Tis a tree with the following 

properties: 

(a) LJ Xi= V . 
iEl 

(b) For each edge e = { v, w} in E, there is a subset Xi, i E J, such that v E Xi and 

w E Xi. 

(c) For all i , j, kin J, if j lies on the path in T from i to k, then X i n Xk ~ Xj. 

The tree-width of a tree decomposition ( {Xi I i E J}, T = (I, F)) is maxiEI !Xii - 1. The 

tree-width of G is the minimum tree-width of a tree decomposition of G, taken over all 

possible tree decompositions of G. 

For several years, Robertson and Seymour have been working on what they call the 

"Graph Minors" project. This research has turned into a series of fifteen reports with 

eight more planned. The original goal of this research was to prove Wagner's conjecture 

that for every infinite set of graphs one graph is a minor of another ( technically, this can 

be stated by saying that the class of all graphs, ordered by minors, is well quasi-ordered 

[61]). However, the theory developed to prove Wagner's conjecture has turned out to have 

other applications. We will not attempt to survey Robertson and Seymour's research 

here. Instead , we will present some highlights to illustrate its consequences (see [38] for 

an excellent overview) . 

Robertson and Seymour proved Wagner's conjecture with the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1 (Robertson and Seymour) A minor-closed family F of graphs is describable 

as the set of all graphs that do not contain, as a minor, any of t he graphs in a certain 

fixed, finite set of graphs .C . 

The set .C in Theorem 2.1 is called the set of minimal forbidden minors of the family 

F . This theorem provides a powerful generalization of of K uratowski 's theorem charac

terizing planar graphs by their forbidden substructures . 

Another easy but very important corollary of Theorem 2.1 is that there is a fixed , 

finite set .C = .C( k) of forbidden minors for the class of partial k-trees . Therefore, we 

I 

I 

I 
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can test if a graph G is a partial k-tree by" testing if an element of £ is a minor of G. 

This approach is useful if we know not only the set £ but also an efficient algorithm 

to solve MCH, Unfortunately, Robertson and Seymour's results do not tell us how to 

find the set of forbidden minors £; they do not even indicate what the cardinality of the 

set of forbidden minors £ is. 2 Also, even though in another breakthrough Robertson 

and Seymour solve MCH in polynomial time ( quadratic time if H is planar, cubic time 

otherwise), the enormous constants involved make the result of theoretical interest only. 

One of the constants involved is a tower of 2's whose number of levels of exponentiation 

is worse than exponential in the number of nodes of H. David Johnson commented on 

this aspect in [38]: "Unfortunately, for any instance G = (V, E) than one can fit into the 

known universe, one would easily prefer IVl70 to even constant time, if that constant had 

to be one of Robertson and Seymour."3 

The consequences of the research by Robertson and Seymour are far reaching. They 

not only resolved a large number of fundamental open problems but also illustrated, in a 

rather dramatic form, how the concept of polynomial time algorithm does not always cap

ture our intuition of "efficient" algorithm. Also, some of their results are non-constructive. 

So, the belief that, a proof of NP = P would transform the proofs of NP-completeness of 

many problems into polynomial time algorithms, is not necessarily valid. On the positive 

side, the possibility of using these powerful results to prove, albeit non-constructively, 

that some problems are in P may help researchers to focus their attention on finding the 

algorithms that they know must exist for those problems. Stimulated by those results, a 

good number of problems believed to be hard have been proved, non-constructively, to be 

in P (see [29] for a survey). 

The development of reduction methodologies that render efficient algorithms for 

many NP-complete problems restricted to partial k-trees [10, 16] is another fundamental 

result achieved in the eighties. This algorithm design methodology has made evident the 

2 Arnborg et al. [11] discovered the set £(3) , which has cardinality four. The class of 
graphs with path width 2 has been characterized in [30] by 110 minimal forbidden minors. 

3D. Johnson , "The NP-completeness column: an ongoing guide" (1987), p. 289. 
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analytical power of partial k-trees and has provided a uniform perspective for the analysis 

and design of algorithms for partial k-trees. We discuss this algorithm design methodology 

later in this chapter. 

Today, chordal graphs, partial k-trees, and other classes of tree-like graphs are the 

object of very active research. 4 Applications to the analysis and design of reliable 

computer networks [24, 43, 60], and current research on parallel algorithms [18, 20, 40 , 48] 

have further added to the interest in these classes. 

Paths and Caterpillars 

In this section we define some subclasses of k-trees that play an important role in 

the study of uniformly most reliable k-trees . A k-clique Kofa k-tree is either peripheral, 

separator, or exterior. ]( is a separator if V ( K) is a graph separator, it is peripheral if one 

of its nodes is a k-leaf, and it is exterior if neither of the conditions is fulfilled. A k-path is 

a k-tree with less thank+ 2 nodes or with exactly two k-leaves. A k-path is a k-fan if it has 

less than k + 2 nodes or if its k-leaves share exactly k - 1 neighbors. A k-path is a k-line if 

there is a perfect elimination ordering v1 , •• • , Vn such that the higher numbered neighbors 

of Vi (1 ~ i ~ n - k) are Vi+1, ... , Vi+k• Figure 2 presents some examples of 2-paths. The 

following theorem, a generalization of a property of trees, is used in Chapter V. 

Theorem 2.2 (Proskurowski [52]) In a k-tree G, the vertices of minimal subgraphs sepa

rating two non-adjacent nodes induce a k-path. 

A k-caterpillar consists of a body and zero or more hairs. The body of a k-caterpillar 

is a k-path and each hair is a k-leaf whose attachment is a k-clique separator of the body. A 

k-book is a k-tree with n-k k-leaves, i.e., a k-caterpillar with a k node body. The following 

t heorem establishes an interesting relationship between k-trees and (k - 1)-caterpillars. 

4 Several other classes of tree-like graphs have been defined; for example, hook-up 
graphs [39], classes generated by context-free hyperedge replacement grammars [35], and 
k-terminal graphs [63 , 62] . These are all classes of graphs with bounded tree-width. We 
refer the reader to [54)- for a concise overview of tree-like classes of graphs. 

I 

I 

I 
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Theorem 2.3 (Proskurowski (52]) Given a k-trce (k 2:: 2) a.nd two non-adjacent nodes u 

and v, the union of k-cliques separating ·u and ·vis a (k - 1)-caterpillar . 

Robertson and Seymour defined path decomposition and path-width of a graph 

similarly to tree decomposition and tree-width; the only difference is that in the decompo

sition ( {Xi I i E /}, T = (I, F)), Tis a path. The following result establishes that graphs 

of bounded path-width and k-caterpillars are closely related. 

Theorem 2.4 (Proskurowski (53]) A graph has path-width ~ k if and only if it .is a partial 

k-caterpillar. 

An Algorithm Design Methodology for Partial k-trees 

Arnborg and Proskurowski (10] have defined an algorithm design methodology, 

a reduction paradigm, for partial k-trees that leads to the development of efficient 

reduction algorithms for a variety of NP-hard problems restricted to partial k-trees. The 

reduction paradigm assumes that k is a fixed positive integer and that the input partial 

k-tree is given with an embedding in a k-tree. To simplify our presentation, we will discuss 

this reduction paradigm assuming that the input graph is a k-tree rather than a partial 

k-tree given with an embedding in a k-tree. In the last section of this chapter we discuss 

complexity issues that arise when the input graph is not a full k-tree. 

The k-decomposability of k-trees suggests a top-down, recursive approach to solve a 

given problem X on a k-tree G. If the k-tree G has exactly k nodes (i.e., G is a k-clique) 

k1ZlZI 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2: (a) A 2-path (b) A 2-fan (c) A 2-line. 
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we solve problem X on G directly. Otherwise we identify a separator S ( a k-clique) 

and decompose G into l subgraphs G1 , ••• , G1 such that each Gi is the subgraph induced 

by V(S) U V(Ci) , where C1 , .. . , Ci are the connected components of G - S . Then we 

recursively solve problem X (or a slight variant of it) on each k-tree Gi (i = 1, .. . , l) and, 

finally, we combine the solutions. 

The reduction paradigm in [10] proceeds bottom-up using a dynamic programming 

approach. First, we associate a state with each k-clique in the graph. The state of each 

k-clique contains some local information that will be combined with the information in 

other states to solve problem X. Once each k-clique has been assigned an initial state, we 

proceed to eliminate n - k nodes of G following a perfect elimination ordering. Each time 

we eliminate one node v we destroy a number of k-cliques whose states cont ain valuable 

information. So, before removing v we combine the states of these k-cliques and save the 

result as the state of the k-clique induced by the neighbors of v. When the n-k nodes have 

been removed from G we are left with a root R of G. Risa k-clique whose state contains 

enough information to solve problem X on G. We need to make some observations before 

we formalize these ideas. 

Algorithm 1 formalizes the reduction paradigm. Let us suppose that we want to 

solve problem X on a k-tree G. The first step of the algorithm, the initialization step , 

finds the first n - k nodes of a perfect elimination ordering and initializes the state of each 

k-clique in the graph G. The initial state of each k-clique ]( is computed by a function 

e( K) . Each reduction step removes · one of the n - k nodes in the queue P EO. Upon 

removal of a node v, the algorithm performs two sub-steps. First it "combines" the states 

of k + l k-cliques . We use f to denote the function that computes such a combination of 

states. The result of applying f to the states of the k k-cliques that will be destroyed 

and to the state of the neighborhood of v is called the "state" of J(+( v ). 5 The second 

5The "state" of J(+( v) is ephemeral; we compute it once and immediately use it to 
update the state of K (v). Once the state of K (v) has been updated , we destroy J(+ (v) by 
removing the node v. So, state(J(+(v) ) is simply an intermediate value that we calculate 
to update the state of K( v ). We believe that the metaphor of having a state for J(+( v) is 

I 

I 
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sub-step combines the effect of the edges that connect v to its neighborhood (K( v)) and 

the state of J(+( v) . Algorithm 1 represents this second combination of information as 

the computation of g( state(K+( v )), S( v )). The termination step extracts the solution to 

problem X from the state of the root R and the effect of the edges in R . 

Algorithm 1 (reduction paradigm) 

Input: G = (V,E) , a k-tree (for a fixed k) 

1. Initialization step 

P EO ~ empty queue 

Do n - k times: 

Let v be a k-leaf of G - P EO 

Let K(v) be the (k-clique) attachment of v in G - PEO 

Let K+(v) be the (k+l)-clique induced by V(K(v)) U {v} 

For all nodes u in V( K ( v)) do: 

Let Ku(v) be the k-clique induced by V(K+(v)) \ {u} 

state(Ku( v)) ~ e(Ku( v)) 

Append v to PEO 

state(R) ~ e(R) 

2. Reduction steps 

For each node v in P EO , in order, do: 

state(K+(v)) ~ f( {state(Ku) I u E V(J(+(v))}) 

Let S( v) be the graph induced by the edges incident to v 

state(K(v)) ~ g(state(J(+(v)),S(v)) 

Remove v from G 

3. Termination step 

Solution ~ h( state(R), edges in R) 

The state state(K) of each k-clique K describes solutions to a problem ( usually a 

generalization of the original problem) restricted to the subgraph induced by the union of 

useful in understanding and devising the functions f and g for specific problems. 
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the nodes in the k-clique and those removed nodes that the k-clique separates from all non

removed nodes with the exclusion of all edges between nodes in the k-clique . Typically, 

the state is indexed by elements of an index set whose cardinality is constant with respect 

to the size of G. The~ of state(K) is the cardinality of its index set . The specification 

of an algorithm that uses the reduction paradigm described above consists of five main 

parts: the definition of state(K) and algorithms to compute the functions e, f, g, and h 

in Algorithm 1. 

We need to formalize some concepts that are crucial in definitions of reduction 

algorithms. If K is a k-clique, v (j. V(K) is a descendant of K in a perfect elimination 

ordering if and only if each higher numbered neighbor of vis either a member of V(K) or a 

descendant of K. The connected components of the subgraph induced by all descendants 

of Kare branches on K. Figure 3 (a) depicts a 3-tree in which K is the 3-clique induced 

by the nodes v6, v1, and v8. Figure 3 (b) presents the branches on K. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3: ( a) A 3-tree (b) Branches on K. 

Suppose that we have a perfect elimination ordering defining a reduction process . 

We associate two subgraphs, B(K) and B'(K), with each k-clique J(. These two subgraphs 

change as the reduction progresses. We use B(K) to denote the subgraph induced by the 

removed nodes that the k-clique I( separates from all non-removed nodes. We call B(K) 

the removed branches subgraph on ](. B'(K) denotes the subgraph induced by the nodes 

in KuB(K) without the edges between nodes in K. We call B'(K) the shell of J(. The 

state of a k-clique K describes solutions to problems restricted to the shell B'(K). Figure 4 

illustrates these concepts. After v 1 , v2, V3, and v 4 have been removed (but not v 5 yet) 

I 
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from the graph in Figure 3, B(K) becomes the graph in Figure 4 (a), and B'(K) becomes 

the graph in Figure 4 (b). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4: B(K) and B'(K) after removing v1, v2, V3 and v4 from the graph in Figure 3. 

The following equations explicitly state how B(K) and B'(K) change during the 

execution of Algorithm 1. Notice that these equations also define B(K+) and B'(K+). 

Initialization step: 

Reduction steps: 

B(K) = the empty graph(0, 0) 

B'(K) = (V(K), 0) 

Let K = K(v), K+ = J(+(v), 1c~ = JC-'(v), and S = S(v) 

B(K+) = u B(Ku) 
uEV(K+) 

B'(K+) = u B'(J(U) 
uEV(K+) 

B(K) = subgraph induced by V(B(K+)) u { V} 

B'(K) = B'(J(+) u S 

(II.1) 

(II.2) 

(II.3) 

(II.4) 

(II.5) 

(II.6) 



Termination step: 

B(R) = G- R 

B'(R) = G without the edges in E(R) 

Complexity Issues 
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(IL 7) 

(II.8) 

Typically, the reduction paradigm renders algorithms that run in time linear in the 

number of nodes ~f the k-tree. The following lemma states that if the initialization of each 

k-clique takes 0(1) time, each reduction step takes 0(1), and the termination step takes 

0( n) time, the resulting algorithm runs in 0( n) time. 

Lemma 2.5 Let k be a positive integer number, G = (V, E) be· a k-tree on n nodes, and 

A be a reduction algorithm to solve problem X on G. If the initialization of each k-clique 

takes 0(1) time, each reduction step takes 0(1), and the termination step takes 0( n) 

time, algorithm A runs in 0( n) time. 

Proof: Algorithm 2 is an implementation of Algorithm 1 that makes explicit the amount 

of computation involved in the reduction paradigm. Let us consider the initialization 

step. The amount of time spent in this step is proportional to the amount of time spent 

traversing adjacency lists. It is easy to prove that a k-tree has exactly k x (k-1)/2 + (n -

k) x k edges. In addition, the adjacency list of each node is traversed only two times. So, 

the initialization step takes 0( n) time. Clearly each reduction step takes constant time, 

and the termination step takes 0( n) time. I 

Algorithm 2 ( detailed description of reduction paradigm) 

Input: G = (V, E), a k-tree (for a fixed k) 

1. Initialization 

P EO +- empty list 

For all v in V do: 

Traverse Adjacency List( v) to determine and record degree( v) 



If degree( v) = k then push v onto stack L 

Do n - k times: 

v +- Pop(L) 

Traverse Adjacency List( v) to find K( v ), the attachment of v in G 

K+(v) +- (k+l)-clique induced by V(K(v)) U {v} 

S(v) +- graph induced by the edges {v,u}, Vu E V(K(v)) 

For all nodes u in K ( v) do: 

Ku( v) +- k-clique induced by V(J(+( v )) \ { u} 

state(Ku(v)) +- e(J(u(v)) 

degree( u) +- degree( u) - 1 

If degree( u) = k then push u onto L 

Append v to P EO 

degree( v) +- 0 

state(R) +- e(R) 

2. Reduction 

For each v in P EO do: 

state(](+ ( v)) +- f( { state(I(_u( v )) I u E J(+( v)}) 

state(K( v )) +- g( state(K+( v )), S( v )) 

3. Termination 

Solution +- h(state(R), edges in R) 
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The reduction paradigm is fundamentally the same when the input graph G is a not 

a full k-tree but a partial k-tree given with an embedding in a k-tree G'. We use the k-tree 

G' to guide the reduction process but compute the functions e, J, g, and h using the partial 

k-tree. If the partial k-tree is not given with an embedding in a k-tree, we have to deal 

with an additional problem, namely, finding an embedding of Gin a k-tree. Typically, the 

running time ofreduction algorithms on partial k-trees is dominated by the time needed to 

find an embedding in a k-tree. Arnborg, Corneil and Proskurowski (6] proved that finding 

the smallest k for which a given graph is a partial k-tree is NP-hard. However, they also 
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found an 0( nk+2 ) time algorithm to test if a given graph is a partial k-tree, for a fixed 

value k. This algorithm also finds the embedding of the partial k-tree. For small values of 

k (k ~ 3) the embedding can be found in linear time using terminating sets of reduction 

rules ([60] [44]). Unfortunately, this reduction technique does not work for values of k 

greater than 3 (41]. Bodla.ender (17] presents a self-reduction algorithm that finds and 

embedding of a partial k-tree in a k-tree in 0( n2 ) time. In a recent paper (7] , Arnborg et 

al. present a technique to test if a graph is a partial k-tree in linear time. They describe 

an algorithm that will produce, from a formula in monadic second order logic (MSOL) 

and an integer k such that the class defined by the formula is of tree-width ~ k, a set of 

graph rewriting rules that reduces any member of the class to one of a finite set of graphs. 

Any algorithm that tests if a graph is a partial k-tree can be used to find an embedding in 

a ktree as follows: Add an edge and test if the resulting graph is a partial k-tree; if it is , 

leave the edge in, otherwise try adding a different edge; continue until the graph becomes 

a (full) k-tree. 

All NP-hard problems that have been solved using the reduction paradigm run in 

time exponential in k. This is not surprising as any n node graph is a partial n-tree. 

Thus, unless one believes that P = NP there is not much hope of having such reduction 

algorithms run in time polynomial in k. 

Recent work by Courcelle (25] and Arnborg et al. [8] establish relationships between 

logic formalisms and the complexity of recognizing certain graph properties. In particular, 

they prove, constructively, that if a graph property can be expressed in monadic second 

order logic, one can decide, in linear time, whether a given partial k-tree has this property 

( assuming that the value of k is fixed and that the partial k-tree is given with an embedding 

in a k-tree) . This is a very important result since many NP-complete graph theoretic 

problems can be expressed in MSOL (e.g. Hamiltonian Circuit). 

Arnborg et al. also extend the concept of MS properties (graph properties definable 

in MSOL) to EMS problems (problems definable in Extended Monadic Second Order 

Logic). With this generalization one can define a large number of counting and extremum 

problems ( e.g., Minimum Dominating Set). The importance of this generalization is that 
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an EMSOL formula can be transformed into a polynomial time algorithm that computes 

such formula. Although we suspect it possible, we have not been able to express the 

reliability problems addressed in the next section as EMS problems·. 

A natural question to ask about this reduction paradigm is whether it can be used 

to design NC algorithms. In particular, it seems that one could naturally extend the tree

contraction techniques in [45] and [1] to prune the partial k-tree (perform reduction steps) 

in parallel. Bodlaender [18] uses this approach to prove that the embedding problem can 

be solved in parallel poly-log time. In addition, he proves that a linear time sequential 

reduction algorithm on partial k-trees can be transformed into an NC algorithm if there are 

NC algorithms to compute the functions e, f, g, and h in Algorithm 1. All the linear time 

algorithms presented in Chapter III and Chapter IV satisfy this condition, and therefore 

can be transformed into NC algorithms. However, because of the large constants involved, 

Bodlaender's result is mainly of theoretical interest. 
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CHAPTER III 

EFFICIENT EXACT ALGORITHMS FOR PARTIAL K-TREE NETWORKS 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter we presented a reduction paradigm that has been used to 

solve efficiently a large number of NP-hard problems restricted to partial k-trees. Arnborg 

and Proskurowski [10] employed this technique to solve two important reliability problems 

on partial k-tree networks without node failures, namely, the all-terminal reliability and 

the I-terminal reliability. Other reliability measures such as the resilience have been solved 

in polynomial time only when the network has a very restricted topology ( e.g., partial 2-

trees [24, 5]). In this chapter we present applications of the reduction paradigm to the 

exact solution of a variety of network reliability problems restricted to partial k-trees . All 

the reliability problems solved in this chapter are #P-complete on general graphs. 

We begin our presentation with the definition of some fundamental network relia

bility concepts and problems. Then we present our technique to extend the solutions in 

[10] to a network model in which both nodes and edges may fail. Specifically, we give 

linear time reduction algorithms to solve the following network reliability problems on 

partial k-tree networks: all-terminal reliability, I-terminal reliability, broadcast resilience, 

/-broadcast resilience, and resilience. We also present a quadratic time solution to the 

network broadcast facility location problem restricted to partial k-tree networks. 

Defi.ni tions 

A probabilistic graph G = (V, E) is a graph in which each component (node or 

edge) c has an associated fixed precision real number Pc, such that O::; Pc ::; 1. We model 

computer communication networks as probabilistic graphs G = (V, E) wherein each node 

v in V represents a communication site and each edge e in E represents a bidirectional 
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communication line between two sites. Furthermore, for each component c of the graph we 

interpret Pc as the probability of operation of component c. Components of the network 

are in either operational or failed state. Component failures are assumed to be statistically 

independent. A component c is fail-safe if its probability of operation is 1. Hereafter all 

graphs are assumed to be probabilistic. 

Traditionally, the reliability of a network G is defined as the probability that a 

given communication task T can be performed in G. For example, if the task T con

sists of exchanging information between l distinguished nodes of G, the reliability of G 

( !-terminal reliability) is defined as the probability that the graph contains paths between 

each pair of distinguished nodes. The n-terminal ( all-terminal) and the 2-terminal relia

bility are two of the most widely used measures. In the former case we are interested in 

computing the probability that the network contains a spanning tree, in the latter we are 

concerned with the probability that there is a path connecting two distinguished nodes in 

G. Naturally, we can define other reasonable reliability measures by selecting communi

cation tasks other than the ones mentioned above. We need a few more definitions before 

presenting a general formula to compute the reliability of G with respect to an arbitrary 

communication task T. 

A state S of a network G = (V, E) is a set of nodes and edges of G; we interpret 

S as the set of nodes and edges that are operational in G. The probability that G is in 

state S is 

II Pv II (1 - Pv) II Pe II (1 - Pe), 
vESnV vE\l\(SnV) eESnE eEE\(SnE) 

where Pv and Pe denote the probability that node v is up and edge e is up respectively. 

We use subgraphs of G to represent states of the network. Notice however that, 

unless G has no edges, there are more states than subgraphs of G. So, each subgraph 

H = (VH, EH) of G represents a class of states of G, namely those states of G in which 

nodes in VH are up, nodes in V\ VH are down, edges in EH are up, and edges in Ek \EH 

are down, where Ek is the set of edges of the subgraph of G induced by VH (see Figure 5). 

The operational subgraph of G is the subgraph of G defined by the operational nodes 
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and the operational edges that are incident on two operational nodes. Pc[H] denotes 

the probability that H is the operational subgraph of G ( equivalently, it denotes the 

probability that the state of G is any of the states represented by H) . Thus, 

Pa[H] = II Pv II (1 - Pv) II Pe II (1 - Pe) • 

··············· failed edge 

0 failed node 

• V V 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5: (a) Graph G (b) Subgraph H (c) States represented by H. 

We extend the definition of Pc to the domain of sets of subgraphs of Gin the natural 

way. Given a set A of subgraphs of G, Pa[A] denotes the probability that the operational 

subgraph of G is in A. Therefore Pa[A] = LHEA Pa[H]. 

A communication task T can be characterized by the set of subgraphs of Gin which 

T can be carried out . Following (23], we call such a set of subgraphs OPr( G). A pathset 

of G with respect to T is an element of OPr( G). We can now formulate the reliability of 

a network G with respect to a communication task T as 

Relr( G) = Pc[OPr( G)] = L Pa[H]. 
HEOPr(G) 

Let H be a subgraph of G and u, v be two nodes in V(G). \Ve say that u is 

connected to t' \'ia H ( denoted u !!., v) iff u and v are elements of V ( H) and there_ is a 

path, consisting of zero or more edges in E(H), that connects node v to node u; when 
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H = G we prefer the notation u ~ v over u ~ v. A node v is connected to a set of nodes W 

via a graph H ( denoted u ~ W) if u ~ v for some node v in W. For a subset W ~ V ( G) 

we define the binary function r(W, H) to be 1 if for all u, v in W u ~ v, otherwise it is 0. 

Similarly, for a subset W ~ V ( G) we define the connectivity function. r( u, W, H) to be 1 

if u ~ W, otherwise it is 0. We can, for example, define Rel1(G,L) as 

Rel1(G, L) = L Pa[H]r(L, H). 
H$;G 

Computing the all-terminal reliability of a network is a #P-complete problem, even 

for planar networks (Vertigan, in [22]). Furthermore, computing the 2-terminal reliability 

of a network is also a #P-complete problem, even when the network is planar, acyclic, 

with bounded degree nodes, with fail-safe nodes, and with all the edges having identical 

probability of operation [55]. 

Reliability measures defined in terms of probability that a given communication 

task can be performed are often too rough an estimate of the robustness of a network 

with respect to the communication task. For instance, two n node networks G1 and G2, 

with the same all-terminal reliability, may not be equally convenient for broadcasts. In 

particular, the expected number of pairs of nodes that can communicate in G1 may be 

considerably larger than the expected number of nodes that can communicate in G2 • Also, 

the all-terminal reliability of a network does not give us any information about the best 

source( s) for the broadcast operation. The reliability measures described next provide 

more detailed information that is valuable in comparing and designing reliable networks. 

The broadcast resilience of a network with respect to a specific node vis the expected 

number of nodes that can be reached from v [49]. 1 This measure is useful in selecting a 

node as a source for broadcasts. The I-broadcast resilience of G with respect to a set L of 

l nodes is the expected number of nodes that can be reached from at least one node in L. 

Typically, we are interested in finding the set of nodes L' that maximizes the I-broadcast 

1 Alternatively, we can interpret this measure as the average size of the connected 
component of G that contains the node v. 
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resilience of a given network G over all subsets of l nodes of G. Nel [49] calls this the 

Network Broadcast Facility Location (NBFL) problem and proves that it is #P-complete 

even when l = l. 
The resilience of a network is the expected number of pairs of distinct nodes that 

can communicate. Although this measure provides important additional, fine grain infor

mation about the reliability of a network, it is not computed often because it apparently 

involves more work than computing traditional measures such as the 2-terminal reliabil

ity. For example, we do not know of any algorithm for Res on general graphs that runs 

in time better than min(O(n2 fi(n)), O(nh(n))), where the running time of the fastest 

algorithm to compute the 2-terminal reliability is O(f1 (n)) and the running time of the 

fastest algorithm for Resv is O(h(n)) . 

Table 1 summarizes our terminology for reliability measures and their corresponding 

problems. We define the directed versions of these problems and their reduction algorithms 

in Chapter IV. 

Table 1: Some Reliability Measures and Their Associated Problems 

Measure Notation Problem 
All-terminal reliability RelA(G) RelA 

Two- terminal reliability Rel2( G, s, t) Rel2 
I-terminal reliability Rel1(G,L) Rel1 
Broadcast resilience Resv( G) Resv 

l- broadcast Resilience Res1( G, L) Res, 
Resilience Res( G) Res 

Efficient Exact Algorithms 

Natural restrictions of the network model include assuming that only nodes fail , 

that only edges fail, that the network is ( un )directed, or that all components operate with 

the same probability. No combination of these restrictions seems to affect the inherent 

complexity of reliability problems for general graphs. Research on efficient exact algo

rithms has therefore concentrated on networks with restricted topologies and , possibly, 
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with some of the restrictions mentioned above. 

Trees, wheels, and other classes of graphs have very good analytical power with 

respect to reliability problems. However, their modeling power-is very limited. The rest 

of this chapter presents our algorithms for the reliability problems in Table 1, restricted 

to partial k-trees networks. We assume that partial k-trees are always given with an 

embedding in a k-tree and that k is a fixed positive integer. Furthermore, without loss 

of generality we assume that the input graph has been transformed into an embedding 

k-tree by adding edges e with Pe = 0. 

/-Terminal Reliability 

Given a network G = (V, E) and a subset L of nodes in V, we are interested in 

computing the probability that a subgraph of G has a connected. component that includes 

all the nodes in L. Arnborg and Proskurowski [10] solved RelA in linear time on partial 

k-tree networks with fail-safe nodes. The assumption that nodes are fail-safe is not really 

restrictive since the all-terminal reliability with node failures is the probability that all 

nodes are operational times the all-terminal reliability without node failures. The same 

argument does not apply, though, to the other reliability measures in Table 1. 

Arnborg et al. (10] also solved Re/i in linear time on partial k-tree networks with 

fail-safe nodes. In this section of show how to generalize their reduction algorithm to 

partial k-tree networks with both node and edge failures. We will be particularly detailed 

in the presentation of this algorithm because we use it to illustrate the general technique 

and because most of the definitions employed, or slight variants of them, will also be used 

in other reduction algorithms in this chapter and in Chapter IV. 

In Chapter II we mentioned that the description of a reduction algorithm consists of 

five main parts. First we define the state of each k-clique. Then we specify how to compute 

e (initialization step), f, g ( reduction steps), and h ( termination step) in Algorithm II. 

The state of each k-clique J( consists of statistical information about the shell B'( K). 

We want to define the state in such a way that we can achieve the following goals: 
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(a) The size of state(K) should be constant with respect to the size of the input graph; 

otherwise the reduction algorithm would not run in 0( n) time. 

(b) The states should be "combinable", i.e., we must be able to update the state of K 

by "combining" the states of the k k-cliques that are destroyed in a reduction step. 

( c) The amount of information in state( K) should be sufficient to solve Rel A on the 

graph B'(I() UK. This guarantees that the termination step gives us Rel A, 

The key idea to accomplish (a), (b), and (c) above is to define an equivalence relation 

of constant index between subgraphs of the shell B'(K) and to maintain information about 

each equivalence class of subgraphs of B'(K) in state(K). We need to introduce some 

notation to formalize this idea. 

The set of connected components of a graph defines a -partition of the nodes of 

the graph in a natural way: each block of the partition corresponds to the nodes of a 

connected component (if the graph is empty, i.e., (0, 0), the partition associated is {0} ). 

A subpartition of a set A is a partition of a subset of A. ·we use subpartitions of V to 

represent the connected components of operational subgraphs of G = (V, E). Given a 

subpartition 1r of nodes, V( 1r) denotes the set of nodes in 1r. We use Pa[1r] to denote 

the probability that a subgraph of G has the connected components denoted by 1r. A 

connected component C is isolated from a a set of nodes W if no node in Wis also in C . 

Let L be a set of distinguished nodes in G. We are interested in identifying two 

kinds of connected components in subgraphs of G, namely, those connected components 

that have a distinguished node and those that do not. We call the former gray connected 

components and the latter ~ connected components . We use pairs of partitions to 

represent colored connected components. Formally, a colored partition of V is a pair 

a = ( 1r, O') such that 1r is a partition of V and O' is a non-empty subset of 1r •2 A colored 

subpartition of Vis a colored partition of a subset of V and denotes the connected compo

nents of a subgraph of G and the color of each connected component; blocks in O' represent 

the gray components of a subgraph of G. We use Pa[a] to represent the probability that 

2 Notice that O' may be the partition {0}. 
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a subgraph of G has precisely the connected components denoted by a. The set V(a) 

denotes the set of nodes in the colored partition a . 

The contraction Cont( G, W) of a graph G = (V, E) with respect to a set of nodes W 

is the subpartition of W obtained by intersecting each connected component of G with W 

(if V n W = 0 the result is {0} ). We choose the name "contraction" because Cont( G, W) 

can also be obtained as follows: 

For each edge e = { v , w} do: 

If v ft. W or w ft. W then 

If v ft. W then 

Contract e and call the new node w 

else 

Contract e and call the new node v 

Remove all nodes v ft. W from the contracted graph G' = (V', E') 

Cont( G, W) +- partition of V' defined by connected components of G' 

We extend the definition of Cont to deal with colored connected components. For 

the set of distinguished nodes L, the L-contraction ContL( G, W) of G with respect to a 

set of nodes W is the colored subpartition (1r, a) of W where 1r is the contraction of G 

with respect to W and a is the contraction with respect to W of the graph induced by 

the gray connected components in G. 

Let us now consider H, a non-empty subgraph of G. We use II(H) to denote the set 

of subpartitions of V(H) and C(H) to denote the set of colored subpartitions of V(H). We 

are interested in characterizing those subgraphs of G in which all the distinguished nodes 

in V( G) are operational and no gray connected component is isolated from V(H). Let us 

call such subgraphs of G the set of favorable subgraphs of G with respect to H. For each 

colored subpartition a in C(H), SG(G,H,a) denotes the set of subgraphs G' of G such 

that ContL(G', V(H)) = a, all the distinguished nodes in Gare elements of V(G'), and 

no gray connected components is isolated from V(H) in G'. In other words, SG( G, H, a) 

is the set of favorable subgraphs of G whose L-contraction with respect to V(H) is a. 
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It is easy to verify that the set of favorable subgraphs of G with respect to H can 

be partitioned into equivalence classes , each of which is SG( G, H, a.), where a. is a colored 

subpartition of the set of nodes V(H) . Let us consider, in particular , a partially reduced 

k-tree and one of its k-cliques K. We can partition the set of favorable subgraphs of 

the shell B'(K) into equivalence classes corresponding to colored subpartitions of V(K) . 

Figure 6 (a) depicts a 2-tree G where I( is the 2-clique induced by the set of nodes {a,b} , 

the set of distinguished nodes is L = { a, c, d}, and node c has been removed. There are 

eleven different colored subpartitions of the set { a,b} and, therefore, eleven equivalence 

classes in the shell B'(K). Figure 6 (b) shows the four non-empty classes of favorable 

subgraphs of B'( K) with respect to ]( ( recall that the edge { a,b} is not part of the shell 

B'(K)) . 

We can now define the index set of the state of each k-clique. Let I( be a k-clique 

of a partially reduced k-tree G. Let a.1 , ... , o.q be an enumeration of all the colored 

subpartitions of the nodes in K. 3 We partition the set of favorable subgraphs of the 

shell B'(K) into the equivalence classes SG(B'(K), K, a.1 ), ... , SG(B'(K) , K, o.q), The 

state of]( consists of statistical information about each equivalence class of subgraphs of 

the shell B'(K). Specifically, the state of each k or k + I-clique I( consists of the values 

s(a.1 , K), .. . s(a.q,K) such that for each colored subpartition a.= (1r,a) in C(K) 

s(a.,K) = PB'(K)[SG(B'(K),K,a.) II up(V(a.),K)] 

= L PB'(K)[H II up(V(a.),K)], (III.9) 
HE SG(B 1(K),K,0t) 

where P[A 11 B] denotes P[A I B] if P[B] > 0, otherwise it is 0. In addition, we use 

up(W, K) to denote the condition up(W) I\ dn(V(K) \ W), i.e., the nodes in W are up 

and the nodes in V(I() \ W are down. Thus, s( a., K) is the probability that a subgraph of 

the shell B'(K) belongs to the class SG(B'(K), K, a.), given that the nodes in V(a.) are 

3 Notice that , for a fixed value of k, q is constant ( although exponential in k) . Also 
notice that we need to consider only colored subpartitions (1r , a) such that ial ~land 
such that the nodes win V(K) n L are in V(a). 
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Figure 6 : ( a) A 2-tree (b) Non-empty equivalence classes induced by subpartitions of 
V(K). 

operational and the nodes in V(K) \ v ·(a) are down. If the probability that the nodes in 

F(K)\ V(a) are down is zero , s(1r, J() is defined as zero. 4 

The next four lemmata define the initialization, reduction, and termination steps of 

our algorithm for Rei,. 

Lemma 3.1 (initialization) Let G be a k-tree network and L be a subset of nodes of G. 

Then for all J( and o such that ]\. is a k-clique of G, and o = ( 1r, a) is a colored su bparti tion 

4 For the sake of simplicity we assume that the probability of operation of each node v 

in G is positive. If some Pu is zero we can either modify the formulae in this section or 
remove v and apply the algorithm to the resulting partial k-tree. 
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in C(K), 

1 if o consists of zero or more singletons, IT (1 - Pv) -:/ O, 
vEV(K)\V(a) 

s(o,K) = V(a) ~ L, and (V(K) \ V(o-)) n L = 0 

0 otherwise. 

Proof: Immediate from the definition of of B'(K) (Equation II.2) and the definition of 

s( o, K) (Equation III.9) I 

Let us now consider the reduction step. Let G be a (partially reduced) k-tree, and 

v beak-leaf of G with neighborhood K. Let J(+ be the graph induced by V(K)u{v}, 

and u 1 , ••• , Uk+1 be the nodes in J(+. Also, for all i = 1, . .. , k + 1, let J( i denote the 

k-clique induced by the nodes in V(K+) \ { ui} , The reduction step consists of two parts . 

First we compute the state of J(+ by combining the information in the states of J(i for all 

i = 1, ... , k + l (Lemma 3.4). Then we update the state of K by considering the state of 

K+ and the effect of the edges that connect v to K (Lemma 3.6). 

We need some additional notation. Let 1r be a partition. Following (10], we use 1r/u 

to denote the partition obtained by removing u from its block in 1r and then removing 

the block if it became empty. Furthermore, the join of two partitions 1r1 and 1r2 , denoted 

1r1 V 1r2, is the partition obtained by taking the union of intersecting blocks until a partition 

of the union remains (e.g., {{a, b},{c} ,{d}} V {{a,d},{b,c ,e} ,{J}} = {{a,b,c,d,e}{J}}). 

The join of two colored partitions 01 = ( 1r1 , a1), denoted o 1 V o 2 , is the colored partition 

( 1r1 V 1r2, 0-3) where 0'3 is obtained by removing from 1r1 V 1r2 all the blocks that are disjoint 

from V( 0-1 V a2). 

To compute the state of J(+ we consider all possible ways of obtaining o+, a colored 

subpartition in C(J(+), as the join of o 1 , ... ,ok+1 , where Oi is a colored partition of 

V(o+)\{ui} (i = l, ... ,k+l). We use T(a+,J(+) to denote the set of (k+l)-tuples of 

colored subpartitions of nodes in J(+ such that their join is a+ and the i-th entry is a 
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colored partition of V( a+ )\ { Ui} ( i = 1, . .. , k + 1). Formally, 

k+l 
T(a+ , K+) = {(a1 , . . . ,0'.k+1) IV O'.i = a+ I\ Vi= 1, ... ,k+ 1, O'.i E C(V(a+)\{ui})}. 

i=l 

We use 5. to denote a (k+ 1)-tuple in T( a+ , ](+) and 5.i to denote the i-th entry of ii. 

By definition of B'(K+) (Equation II.4) , a subgraph H of the shell B'(J(+) is the 

(graph) union of k + 1 graphs H 1 , ... , Hk+1 such that each Hi is a subgraph of B'(Ki) 

(i = 1, ... , k+l) . Furthermore, a subgraph His in SG(B(J(+) , K+ ,a+) if and only if 

each Hi is in SG(B(Ki) , Ki, O'.i) for colored subpartitions O'.i such that ( a1, ... , O'.Jc+i) is an 

element of T(1r+, ](+) . Formally, we make the following observations. 

Observation 3.2 There is a bijection ¢ from SG(B'(K+), J(+, a+) to 

U SG(B'(K1 ), K 1, 5.1) X ... X SG(B'(Kk+l ), J(k+l , iik+1) 
<iET(a+ ,K+) 

such that ¢( H) = (HI' .. . ' H k+l) iff uttl Hi = H . In particular' 

PB'(K+)[H II Y] = L L PB'(K+)[H1U . . . UHk+l II Y], 
ciE T(a+ ,K+) ( H1 , . . . ,Hk+l ) in · 

x1 x ... xx,.+ 1 

where Y denotes the condition up(V(a+),K+) and X i = SG(B'(Ki),Ki,iii), 

1 ~ i ~ k + 1. Moreover, for each (k + 1)-tuple (H1 , .. . , Hk+i) in X 1 x ... x Xk+i, 

k+l 
PB'(K+)[H1U .. . UHk+l II Y] = IT PB'(Ki)[Hi II up(V(5.i ), K i)] . 

i=l 

The following observation is useful in proving Lemma 3.4. 

Observation 3.3 Given m finite sets X 1 , ... , Xm and m real functions Ji, ... , fm with 

domains X 1 , ... , Xm respectively, 

m m 

(:q , ... 1:rm ) i n i=l 
X 1x ... xXm 
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We can now prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.4 Let G beak-tree network that has been partially reduced using some perfect 

elimination ordering and the general reduction paradigm. Let v be the next k-leaf to be 

removed . Let K be the neighborhood of v and J(+ be the subgraph of G induced by 

V(K) U { v }. Then for any colored subpartition a+ E C(K+), 

k+I 

s(a+,K+)= L Ils(ai,Ki). 
aET(a+ ,K+) i=l 

Proof: Using the definition of s( a+,](+) (Equation III.9) and Observation 3.2 we get 

= 

= 

Hin 
SG(B 1(K+) ,K+ ,a+) 

I: I: 
aE T(a+ ,K+) (H1 , ... ,Hk+l) in 

X1 x ... xXk+l 

I: I: 
aE T(a+ ,K+) (H1, ···,H1c+i) i':' 

x 1 x ... xX.1.+i 

The result follows by Observation 3.3 

PB'(K+)[H1U ... UHk+I II up(V(a+),K+)] 

k+I 

II PB'(Ki)[Hi II up(V( ai), Ki)] . 
i=l 

I 

We now show how to update the state of K given the state of J(+ . Let S be the star 

network induced by the k edges thr are incident ·on v . Let C'(S) denote the set of colored 

subpartitions as of nodes in S that consist of only singletons possibly with the exception 

of the set containing node v. Additionally, as is such that if v is in L then v E V( as). 

The set C' ( S) models the set of operational subgraphs of S in which v is operational if it is 

distinguished. Edges and nod-es of S that are operational may cause two or more connected 

components of the operational subgraph of B'(K) to become connected. So we update 

the state of K by considering all possible ways of obtaining each colored subpartition a in 

C(K) as the join of pairs (a1 ,a2 ) of subpartitions in C(I(+) and C'(S), respectively. The 

following set defines formally a superset of the pairs of colored subpartitions that we want 
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to consider: 

Some of the pairs in A should not be considered as they correspond to subgraphs of the 

shell B'(K) in which a gray connected component that contains v is isolated from the 

k-clique I(. So we define 

PS (a, K) = { (a+, as) I (a+, as) E A and { v} (/. o-'}, 

where ( 1r', o-') = a+ V as. The following observation is useful in proving Lemma 3.6. 

Observation 3.5 There is a bijection 1/J such that 

1/J : SG(B'(K) , K, a)~ 
(a+ ,as) in 

PS(a,K) 

We can now establish how to update the state of K from the state of J(+ and the 

star graph S. 

Lemma 3.6 Let G be a k-tree network that has been partially reduced using some perfect 

elimination ordering and the general reduction paradigm. Let L ~ V( G) and v be the 

next k-leaf to be removed. Let K be the neighborhood of v, and J(+ be the subgraph of 

G induced by V( K) U { v}. In addition, let S be the star graph consisting of the k edges 

that link v to K. Then for all colored sub partitions o in C( K), 

s( a, K) = I: s( a+, K+) Ps[as II up(V( a), K)]. 
(a+ ,as) in 

PS(1r ,K) 

5Recall that, at this point, B( K) denotes the set of removed branches of I( after v has 
been removed, i.e., it includes v; J(+ and B'(J(+) were computed before v was removed. 
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Proof: The proof follows by applying Observation 3.5 to the definition of s( a, K) and per

forming basic algebraic manipulations. Let us use Y to denote the condition up(V( a), K). 

In addition, let y+ denote the condition up(V( a+), K+). By definition (Equation III.9) 

and Observation 3.5 

s(a,K) = L PB'(K)[H II Y] 
HE SG(B'(K),K,a) 

= 
(a+ ,as) in H+ in Hs in 

PS(1r,K) SG(B 1(K+),K+,a+) SG(S,S,as) 

But by statistical independence of component failures 

Therefore 

which is the desired result. 6 

(a+ ,as) in 
PS(1r ,K) 

Hs in 
SG(S,S,as) 

I 

We can use lemmata 3.1, 3.4, and 3.6 to reduce any k-tree G to a k-clique R. But 

we want the root R to be a k-clique that contains at least one distinguished node. In 

this way, we know that each subgraph of Gin OPT( G) is the (graph) union of a subgraph 

in SG(B'(R), R, a) and a subgraph of the root R, where a is some colored subpartition 

of V(R). The condition V(R) n L =I= 0 is not restrictive as a k-tree with more than k 

nodes has at least two k-leaves; so, in finding the first n - k elements of a peo for G ( cf. 

Algorithm II) we can always avoid removing a specific k-leaf that is an element of L (if 

any). 

The following set defines formally the pairs of colored subpartitions of V(R) that 

6 Recall that Ps[as] is the probability that the connected components of of S are those 
defined by as. 
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we want to consider in the termination step. Let a = ( 1r, (J) such that !al = 1 and 

Clearly, there is a unique decomposition of any subgraph Hin SG(G, R, a) as the 

(graph) union of a pair of subgraphs (H1,H2) in SG(B'(R),R,a1) X SG(R,R,a2). The 

following lemma states how to compute Rel1( G) from the information in the state of the 

k-clique R and R itself. 

Lemma 3.7 (termination) Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree network and L ~ V. Let R be a 

root of G obtained by applying the reduction paradigm and lemmata 3.1,3.4, and 3.6 to 

G, and such that V(R) n L :/ 0. Then 

Reli(G) = L 

where :F(R) = {a I a E C(R),a = (tr,(J) , lal = 1}. 

Proof: We know 

Rel1(G) = L Pa[H]r(L , H) = L L Pa[H]. 
H~G 0tE:F(R) HESG(G,R,a) 

Expressing each subgraph H in S(G,R,a) as the union of pairs (H1,H2) in 

SG(B'(R), R, a1) x SG(R, R, a2), 

0tE:F(R) ( 01 ,02 ) in H1 in H2 in 
Q(R,0 ) SG(B1(R),R,0 1 ) SG(R,R ,02) 

But 
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So 

IFrom lemmata 2.5, 3.1, 3.4, 3.6, and 3.7 follows our result . 

Theorem 3.8 The I-terminal relability of a partial k-tree network given with an embedding 

in a k-tree can be computed in 0( n) time. 

Resilience 

Reliability measures defined in terms of expected values rather than probabilities of 

an event seem more difficult to calculate. Most of the work on these measures is based 

on network models restricted not only in their topology (partial 2-trees, typically) , but 

also in the kinds of failures that may occur ( e.g., only edge failures). Furthermore, to our 

knowledge, all the results assume that the network is undirected. 

Table 2 summarizes the different network models that have been studied . Rows 

of the table classify networks according to the type of probability associated with node 

failures. Nodes may be fail-safe, fail with the same probability, or fail with arbitrary 

probability. Similarly, columns classify networks according to the type of probability 

associated with edge failures. The lower right corner of the table represents the most 

general network model. We present the results concerning resilience using this tabular 

format . 

Table 2: Classification of Models According to Type of Component Failures 

Edge failures 
Ve , Pe = l Ve , pe = C1 Ve , 0 ~Pe~ l 

Node Vv , Pv = l -
failures Vv , Pv = C2 

Vv , 0 ~ Pv ~ l 

The resilience of a network is the expected number of pairs of distinct nodes that 

can communicate. Res is a #P-complete problem even when the network is planar and 
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the nodes are fail-safe [24] . The only linear time algodthms for Res that we are aware 

of assume that the network is a partial 2-tree [5, 42, 4]. Table 3 and Table 4 describe 

the complexity of the of the asymptotically fastest polynomial time algorithms for Res 

on partial k-trees. The linear time algorithm presented in this section applies to all the 

networks described in Table 3-and Table 4. 

Table 3: Linear and Quadratic Time Algorithms for Res on Partial 2-tree Networks 

Res 
Edge failures 

\:le, Pe= 1 \:le, Pe = C1 \:le, 0 :5 Pe :5 1 

Node \:Iv, Pv = 1 - 0( n) [5] 0( n2 ) [24], 0( n) [42] 

failures \:Iv, Pv = c2 O(n) [4] 

\:Iv, 0 :5 Pv :5 1 O(n) [43] 

Table 4: Linear and Quadratic Time Algorithms for Res on Partial k-tree Networks 

Res 
Edge failures 

Ve, Pe= 1 \:/e,pe = C1 

Node \:Iv, Pv = 1 -

failures \:Iv, Pv = C2 

\:Iv , 0 :5 Pv :5 1 

We can formulate Res( G) as 

Res( G) = L Pa[H] Pairs(H), 
H<!:_G 

\:/ e, 0 :5 Pe < 1 

O(n) [43] 

where Pairs(H) is the number of pairs { u, v} of nodes in V such that u ~ v and u f; v. 



Alternatively, we can formulate Res( G) as 

1 
Res( G) = 2 L L Rel2(G, u, v). 

uEV t1EV 
tl~U 
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Therefore, by Theorem 3.8 we can compute the resilience of a partial k-tree network in 

0( n3 ) time. We obtain a faster algorithm if we express Res( G) in terms of 1-broadcast 

resilience: 

Res( G) = ! (I: Resu(G) - Pu). 
2 

uEV 

Thus, a linear time algorithm for Resv (like the one discussed later, see Theorem 3.17) 

gives a quadratic time algorithm for Res. However, we are interested in developing a 

linear time algorithm for Res. The following lemma presents another characterization of 

Res that we will exploit in our linear time reduction algorithm for Res. 

Lemma 3.9 Let G = (V, E) be a network. Then 

Res(G) = ½ ( L Pa[H] L IV(C)l2 
- LPv), 

H~p CEComp(H) vEV 

where Comp(H) denotes the set of connected components of H. 

Proof: By definition of resilience 

Res( G) = L Pa[H] 
IV(C)l 2 

- IV(C)I 

H5;G CEComp(H) 
2 

= ½ L Pa[H] L IV(C)l2-
H5;G CEComp(H) 

! L Pa[H] IV(C)I. 
2 

H5;G 

So all we need to prove is 

L Pa[H] IV(C)I = L Pv• 
H5;G vEV 



But this follows because 

L Pa[H] IV(C)I 
H5_G 

{ 

1 if v E V(H), 
where IsOp(H, v) = 

0 otherwise 

= 

= 
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L Pa[H] L IsOp(H,v) 
H5_G vEV 

L L Pa[H] IsOp(H,v) 
vEV H5_G 

LPv, 
. vEV 

I 

W~ now define the reduction algorithII?- for Res. We follow the terminology used in 

the algorithm for Resz. However, unlike the algorithm for Relz, we do not use colored sub

partitions but subpartitions of sets of nodes of a network. In addition, given a subgraph H 

of G, we define SG(G, H, 1r) as the set of subgraphs G' of G such that Cont(G', V(H)) = 1r, 

for each subpartition 1r in the set of subpartitions IT(V(H)). The following four collections 

of values define the state of a k-clique or ( k + 1 )-clique K. 

For each subpartition 1r in II(K), the state of]( includes the value s(1r,K). We 

define s(1r, K) as the probability that a subgraph of the shell B'(K) belongs to the class 

SG(B'(K),K,1r), given that the nodes in V(1r) are up and the nodes in V(K)\ V(1r) are 

down. If the probability that the nodes in V(K)\V(1r) are down fs zero, s(1r,K) is defined 

as zero. 7 So 

s(1r ,K) = PB'(K)[SG(B'(K),K,1r) II up(V(1r) ,K)] 

= L PB'(K)[H II up(V(1r) , K)], (III.10) 
H E SG(B'(K),K,11") 

where P[A 11 B] denotes P[A I B] if P[B] > 0, otherwise it is 0. 

7For the sake of simplicity we assume that the probability of operation of each node v 
in G is positive. If some Pv is zero we can either modify the formulae in this section or 
remove v and apply the algorithm to the resulting partial k-tree. 
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Also, for all non-empty subpartitions 1r in Il(K) and each block C in 1r, the state of 

K includes E( 1r, K, C). We define E( 1r, K, C) as follows: 

E(1r, K, C) = L PB'(K)[H II up(V(1r),K)] BN(K,H,C), 
Hin 

SG(B1(K),K,1r) 

(III.11) 

where BN(J(, H, C) is the number of branch nodes (nodes in B(K)) connected to C via 

H. It is easy to verify that if s(1r,K) > 0, E(1r,K,C)/s(1r,K) is a conditional expected 

value, namely the expected number of nodes in B( K) that are connected to C via H, 

given that H is a member of the class SG(B'(K), K, 1r). 

In addition, for all non-empty subpartitions 1r in IT( K), and C1, C2 blocks of 1r, the 

state of K includes EP( 1r, K, C1, C2), where 

EP(1r,K,C1,C2) = 
L PB'(K)[H II up(V(1r),K)] BN(K,H,C1) BN(K,H,C2). (III.12) 
Hin 

SG(B 1 (K),K,1r) 

Again, it is easy to verify that if s(1r,K) :/; O, E(1r,K,C1,C2)/s(1r,K) is a conditional 

expected value, namely the expected number of pairs (s, t) of nodes in B(K) such that 

s ft C1, and t ft C2, given that H, a subgraph of B'(K), is a member of SG(B'(K), K, 1r). 

Finally the state of K includes the value EIP(K). We use EIP(K) to denote the 

expected number of pairs of nodes in B(K) that can communicate but are separated 

(isolated) from K. Formally, we define 

EIP(K) = z:· _pB'(K)[H] L IV(C)l2
, (III.13) 

H$.B'(K) CEI(H,K) 

where I(H, K) is the set of connected components C of H that are isolated from K, i.e., 

V(C) n V(K) = 0. 

The next four lemmata define the initialization, reduction, and termination steps 
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of our algorithm for the resilience problem. The initialization lemma follows from the 

definitions of B(K), B'(K), s( 1r, K), E( 1r, K, C), EP( 1r, K, C1, C2), and EIP(K) ( equations 

II.1, II.2, III.10, III.11, III.12, and III.13, respectively). 

Lemma 3.10 (initialization) Let G be a k-tree network. Then 

( a) For all J( and 1r such that K is a k-clique of G and 1r is a subpartition in II(K), 

l 1 if 1r consists of zero or more singletons and IT ( 1 - Pv) :/= O, 
s(1r,K) = O vEV(K)\V(1r") 

otherwise. 

(b) For all K, 1r, and C such that J( is a k-clique of G, 1r is a non-empty subpartition 

in II(K), and C is a block in 1r, 

E(1r,K,C)=0. 

( c) For all J(, 1r, C1, and C2 such that J( is a k-clique of G, 1r is a non-empty sub partition 

in II(K), and C1 and C2 are sets of nodes in 1r, 

( d) For all J( such that J( is a k-clique of G, 

EIP(K) = 0. 

Let us now consider the reduction step. Let G be a (partially reduced) k-tree, and 

v be a k-leaf of G with neighborhood K. Let ](+ be the graph induced by V( K)u{ v}, and 

u1 , ... , Uk+i be the nodes in J(+. Also, for all i = 1, ... , k + l, let Ki denote the k-clique 

induced by the nodes in V(J(+) \ { Ui}. 

To compute the state of J(+ we consider all possible ways of obtaining 1r+, a sub

partition in II(J(+), as the join of 1r1 , .. ,,7rkf-t, where Tri is a partition of V(1r+)\{ui} 
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( i = 1, ... , k + l ). We use T( 7r'+, ](+) to denote the set of ( k + l )-tuples of sub partitions 

of nodes in K+ such that their join is 7r'+ and the i-th subpartition is a partition of 

V(1r'+)\{ui} (i = l, ... ,k+ 1). Formally, 

k+l 
{(7r'1, ••• , 7r'k+1) I V 7r'i = 7r'+ /\ Vi= 1, ... , k + l, 7r'i is a partition of V(7r'+)\ { ui} }. 

i=l 

We use if to denote a (k+l)-tuple in T(1r'+,K+) and iri to denote the i-th entry of ir. 

By definition of B'(K+) , a subgraph H of the shell B'(K+) is the (graph) union of 

k+l graphs Hi, .. ,,Hkf-1 such that each Hi is a subgraph of B'(I(i) and i = 1, .. . ,k+l 

(cf. Equation II.4). Furthermore, a subgraph His in SG(B(J(+),K+,1r'+) if and only if 

each Hi is in SG(B(Ki), Ki, 1r'i) for subpartitions 7r'i such that ( 7r'1 , •.. , 7r'kf.I) is an element 

?f T(1r'+, ](+). Formally, we make the following observations. 

Observation 3.11 There is a bijection ¢ from SG(B'(K+), ](+, 1r'+) to 

LJ SG(B'(K1),K1,1r'1) X ... X SG(B'(Kk+1),Kk+1,'lr'k+1) 
(1r1, ··· ,1r11;+1) 

in T(11"+ ,K+) 

such that ¢(H) = (H1, ... ,Hk+t) iff u::l Hi= H. In particular, 

k+t 
L PB'(K+)[ u Hi II Y], 

(H1 , ... ,Hk+l) in i=l 
X1 X .•. XXk+l 

where Y denotes the condition up(V(1r'+), ](+) and Xi = SG(B'(J(i), Ki, iri), 

l~i~k+l. 

Moreover, for each (k + 1)-tuple (H1, ... , Hk+t) in X 1 x ... x Xk+t, 

k+t k+l 
PB'(K+)[ LJ Hi II Y] = IT PB'(Ki)[Hi II up(V(iri), Ki)]. 

i=l i=l 

We can now prove the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.12 Let G beak-tree network that has beeri partially reduced using some perfect 

elimination ordering and the general reduction paradigm. Let v be the next k-leaf to be 

removed. Let K be the neighborhood of v, and J(+ be the subgraph of G induced by 

V(K) u { v }. Then 

(a) For all 1r+ .such that 1r+ is a subpartition in II(K+), 

k+l 

s(1r+,K+)= L ITs(ifi,Ki). 
1i1ET(11"+ ,K+) i=l 

(b) For all 1r+ and C such that ,r+ is a non-empty subpartition in II(K+) and C is a 

block in 1r+, 

k+lk+l 

E(1r+,K+,c) = E E II s(ifj,Ki) E E(ifi,Ki,D). 
1rET(1r+ K+) i=l j=l DE*i 

' #i nr:;p 

(c) For all 1r+, C1, and C2 such that 1r+ is a non-empty subpartition in II(J(+) and C1, 

C2E1r+, 

k+Ik+l 

EP(1r+,K+,c1,C2) = E EI: E E F(i,i,D1,D2), 

where 

k+l 

k+l 

1rET(1r+,K+) i=l j=l D1E*i D2E*j 
D1~C1 D2~C2 

II s( if1, K 1) EP( ifi, Ki, D1, D2) 
l=l 
l#i 

k+l 

if i = j, 

II s(if1,K1) E(ifi,Ki,D1) E(ifj,Ki,D2) otherwise. 

( d) EIP(K+) = E EIP(Ki). 
i=l 

Proof: Let us use Y to denote the condition up(V( 1r+), ](+) and use }"i to denote the 

condition up(V(ifi), J(i). 



(a) Using the definition of s(11"+,J(+) (Equation III.10) and Observation 3.11 we get 

= 

= 

Hin 
SG(B'(K+),K+ ,11'+) 

k+l 

PB'(K+)[ u Hi II Y] 
irE T(11'+ ,K+) (H1 , ... ,H1c+i) in i=l 

X1 x ..• xX1c+1 

k+l 

IT PB'(Ki)[Hi II Yi]. 
irE T(11'+ ,K+) (H1,· ·· ,H1c+i) in i=l 

X1 x ... xX1c+1 

The result follows by Observation 3.3. 
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(b) Analogously, we use the definition of E( 7r+ , J(+, C) (Equation III.11 ), and Observa

tion 3.11 to obtain 

k+l k+l 

£(7r+' J(+' C). = I: I: II PB'(Ki)[Hi II Yi] BN(K+' u Hj, C). 
irE T(11'+ ,K+) (H1, ... ,H1c+1) in i=l j=l 

X1 x ... xX1c+1 

But 

k+l k+l 

BN(K+, u Hj,C) = I: L BN(J(i,Hj,D). (III.14) 
j=l j=l D~C 

DEfrj 

So, simple algebraic manipulation and Observation 3.3 yield the desired result. 

(c) Similarly, we use the definition of EP(7r+,J(+,c1,C2) (Equation III.12), and Obser

vation 3.11 to get that EP( 7r+, ](+, C1 , C2) is 

k+l k+l k+l 

L L II PB'(Ki)[Hi II Yi] BN(J(+, u Hj,C1) BN(K+, u Hj,C2) . 
ff in (H1,···,H1c+i) in i=l j=l j=l 

T(11'+,K+) X1x ... xX1c+1 

Equation III.14 and additional algebraic manipulation suffice to prove ( c ). 
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( d) By definition of EIP(J(+) (Equation III.13), 

EIP(J(+) = L PB'(K+)[H] L IV(C)l2
, 

H~B'(K+) CEI(H,K+) 

We can compute the sum above by enumerating the subgraphs Hof the shell B'(J(+) 

in some convenient order. For each subset W of nodes in J(+ we define Zi(W) as 

the set of subgraphs of the shell B'(Ki) such that V(H) n V(J(i) = W \ { ui}- Thus, 

k+l 

E PB'(K+)[H] = E PB'(K+)[ u Hj] 
H~B1(K+) (H1 , ... ,Hk+l) in j=l 

V(H)nV(K+)=W Z1 (W)x ... xZk+i(W) 

and 

k+l 

EIP(J(+) = L E PB'(K+)[U Hj] L IV(C)l2. 
W~V(K+) (H1 , .. . ,Hk+l) in j=l CEI(LJk+l H · K+) 

Z1(W)x ... xZk+dW) 1=1 1' 

But 

CEI(LJk+l H · K+) 
J=l JI 

So 

k+l 

PB'(K+)[ LJ Hj] f(Hi), (III.15) 
i=l W~V(K+) (H1,• •·,Hk+t> in j=l 

- Z1(W)x ... xZk+1(W) 

Define 

k+! 

X = L PB'(K+)[ u Hj] f(Hi), (III.16) 
(H1 , ... ,Hk+1) in j=l 

Z1 (W) X ••• X Zk+l (W) 
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Clearly, 

k+l 

X = · L PB'(K+)[LJ Hj llup(W,K+)] g(W,K+) f(Hi), 
(H1 , ... ,Hk+l) in j:1 

Z1(W)x ... xZk+i(W) 

where g(W, K+) is the probability that the nodes in W are the operational nodes in 

x+' i.e., 

g(W, x+) = II Pw IT (1 - Pu)-
wEW uEV(K+)\W 

By statistical independence of node and edge failures and by Observation 3.3, 

k+l 

X = g(W, x+) L IT PB'(KJ)[Hj II up(W, ](+)] f(Hi) 

Clearly, 

So 

(H1, ···,Hk+1) in j=l 
Z1 (W)x ... XZk+1 (W) 

k+l 

= g(W, ](+) IT L PB'(KJ)[H II up(W, ](+)] 
~~1. H€Zj(W) 
J~' 

L PB'(Ki)[H II up(W, K+)] f(H). 
HEZi(W) 

L PB'(KJ)[H II up(W, x+)] = 1. 
H€Zj(W) 

X = g(W, ](+) L PB'(Ki)[H II up(W, x+)] f(H) 
HEZi(W) 

= qi L PB'(Ki)[H] f(H), 
HEZi(W) 

where qi is Pui if node Ui is in W , otherwise qi = (1 - PuJ-

(III.17) 

(III.18) 
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Combining equations III.15, III.16, and III.18 we obtain 

k+l 

EIP(K+) = L L qi L PB'(Ki)[H] J(H), 
i=l ws;;v(K+) HEZi(W) 

and the result follows by observing that for each set of nodes W such that Ui E W 

the set W \ { Ui} is also a subset of V(K+). Thus 

k+l 
EIP(K+) = L L L PB'(Ki)[H] f(H) 

i=I ws;;v(Ki) HEZi(W) 

k+I 

= L L PB'(Ki)[H] f(H). 
i=I H5,B'(Ki) 

I 

We now show how to update the state of]( given the state of](+. Let S be the star 

network induced by the k edges that link v to K. Let II'(S) denote the set of subpartitions 

of nodes in S that consist of singletons only possibly with exception of the set containing 

node v. The set II'(S) models the set of operational subgraphs of S. We update the state 

of]( by considering all possible ways of obtaining each subpartition 7r in II(K) as the 

join of pairs (1r1,1r2) of subpartitions in II(J(+) and II'(S), respectively. The following set 

defines formally the pairs of subpartitions that we want to consider: 

The following Observation is useful in proving Lemma 3.14. 

Observation 3.13 There is a bijection 'ljJ such that 

'ljJ: SG(B'(K),K,1r) ~ u 
( ,rl ,1r2) 

in PS(1r,K) 
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We can now establish how to update the state of J( from the state of J(+ and the 

star graph S . 

Lemma 3.14 Let G beak-tree network that has been partially reduced using some perfect 

elimination ordering and the general reduction paradigm. Let v be the next k-leaf to be 

removed. Let K be the neighborhood of v, and J(+ be the subgraph of G induced by 

V(K) U { v }. In addition, let S be the star graph consisting of the k edges that link v to 

K. Then 

(a) For all 1r such that 1r is a subpartition in Il(K), 

s(1r , K) = 
( 1r1 , 1r2) 

in PS('rr ,K) 

(b) For all 1r, C, such that 1r is a non-empty subpartition in Il(K) and C is a block in 

E(1r,K,C)= 

L Ps[1r2 II up(V( 1r ), K)} ( LE( 1r1, K+, D) + z( v , C')), 
(1r1 ,1r2) DE1r1 

in PS(1r,K) D,;C' 

where C' is the block of 1r1 V rr2 such that C ~ C', and 

z( v, C') = { s

0

( 1r1 , K+) if v E C', 

otherwise. 

(c) For all 1r, C1, and C2 such that 1r is a non-empty subpartition in Il(K) , and C1 and 

C2 are blocks of the subpartition 1r, 

L Ps[1r2 II up(V( 1r) , K)] 
( 7!'1 ,1r2 ) 

in PS(1r ,K) 

I 
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I: I:(EP(1r1,K+,D1,D2) + R(v,D1,D2)), 
D1 E,r1 D2 €,r1 

D1~q D2~C~ 

where 

2 E(1r1,K+,D1) + s(1r1,K+) if VE D1 I\ VE D2, 

R(v,D1,D2) = 
E( 1r1, K+ , D1) if V ft D1 I\ VE D2, 

E( 1r1, K+ , D2) if VE D1 I\ V ft D2, 

0 otherwise. 

(d) Let IT(v,K+,s) be the set of pairs (1r1,1r2) of subpartitio_ns in II(K+) such that 

V(1r1) = V(1r2), 1r2 E II'(S), {v} E 1r1, an°d {v} E 1r2. Then 

EIP(K) = EIP(K+) + 

L (EP( 1r1, K+, { v }, { v} )+2 E( 1r1, K+, { v} )+s( 1r1, K+)) Ps[1r2 II up(V( 1r), K)]. 
( 71'1 ,71'2) 

in IT(v,K+ ,S) 

Proof: The proof follows by applying Observation 3.13 to the definition of s( 1r, K), 

E(1r,K,C), EP(1r,K,C1,C2 ), and EIP(K), and then performing basic algebraic manipu

lations. Let us use Y to denote the condition up(V(1r)) I\ dn(V(K) \ V(1r)). In addition, 

let Y1 denote the condition up(V(1r1)) /\ dn(V(K+) \ V(1r1)). 

( a) By definition (Equation III.10) and Observation 3.13, 

But 

s(1r , K) = I: PB'(K)[H II Y] 
H E SG(B 1(K),K,1r) 

= 
(,r1 ,,r2) H1 in H2 in 

in PS(1r,K) SG(B'(K+),K+ ,1r1) SG(S,S,1r2) 

(III.19) 
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Therefore 

( 11'1,11'2) 
in PS(1r,K) 

which is the desired result. 8 

(b) Analogously, we use the definition of E( 1r, K, C) (Equation III.11) and Observa

tion 3.13 to obtain 

E(1r,K,C) = 

E(1r,K,C) = 
I: I: I: Pa,(K)[H1 UH2 II Y] BN(K, H1 UH2, C), (III.20) 

(,r1,,r2) H1EX1 H2EX2 
in PS(1r,K) 

Let C' be the block of 1r1 v 1r2 such that C ~ C'. Notice that a block C in ( 1r1 V 1r2) \ { v} 

is obtained by taking U De11'1 D \ { v}. Thus, 
Dt:;P' 

BN(K, H1 UH2, C) = LBN(K+' H1, D) + 8( v, C:'), 

{ 

1 if v E C', 
where 8( v, C') = 

0 otherwise. 

DE,r1 
Dt:;;C' 

Combining equations III.19, III.20, and III.21, 

E(1r,K,C) = 

(III.21) 

L ( L Pa,(K+)[H1 II Y1]( LBN(K+, H1, D) + 8( v, C'))) L Ps[H2 II Y]. 
(,r1 ,,r2) H1 EX1 DE,r1 H2EX2 

in PS(1r,K) Dt:;;C' 

8 Recall from section 2 that Ps[1r2 ] is the probability that the connected components of 
of S are those defined by 1r2 . 
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Simple algebraic manipulation completes the proof. 

( c) By definition (Equation III.12) and Observation 3.13, 

EP(1r,K,C1,C2) = 
L L L PB'(K)[H1UH2 II Y]BN(K,H1UH2 ,C1)BN(K~H1UH2,C2), 

(,r1 ,,r2) H1 EX1 H2EX2 
in PS(1r,K) 

(III.22) 

where X 1 and X 2 are defined as in (b) above. 

Besides, by Equation III.21, the product BN(K, H1 UH2 , C1 ) BN(K, H 1 uH2 , C2 ) is 

one of the following values: 

if 8( v, Cf)8( v, C~) = l, or 

if 8(v,Cf) = 1 but 8(v,C~) = 0, or 

if 8(v,Cf) = 0 but 8(v,C~) = 1, or 

otherwise. 
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The result follows by considering each of the four cases above and simplifying Equa

tion III.21 accordingly. 

( d) By definition (Equation III.13) , 

EIP(K) = I: PB'(K)[H] I: IV(C)l2 . 
H5;B'(K) Cel(H,K) 

We can enumerate the subgraphs of B'(J{) in an more convenient order: 

EIP(K) = ~ ~ PB'(K)[H1UH2] ~ IV(C)l2. 
H15;B'(K+) H2S,S CEI(H1UH2,K) 

V(H2 )nV(K+ )= V(H1 )nV(K+) 

For each subgraph Hof B'(K), a connected component C of His isolated from the 

k-clique 1( if and only if C is isolated from J(+ or V( C) n V( J(+) = { v} and there 

are no edges in H connecting node v to a node in K. Let II( v, ](+ , S) be the set 

of pairs (1r1, 1r2) of subpartitions in II(K+) such that V(1r1 ) = V(1r2 ), 1r2 E II'(S), 

{v} E 1r1, and {v} E 1r2 , Then 

EIP(K) =A+ B, 

where 

A= I: I: PB'(K)[H1UH2] L IV(C1)12 

and 

Clearly 

H15;B'(K+) H2S,S C1El(H1,K+) 
V(H2)nV(K+)=V(H1 )nV(K+) 

(1r1 ,,r2) in H1EX1 H2EX2 
TI(v,K+ ,S) 

J 



and 

H2~S 
V(H2)nV(K+)=V(H1)nV(K+) 

Thus 

A= L PB'(K+)[H1] L IV(C1)1 2 
• 

H1 ~B'(K+) C1 El(H1 ,K+) 

Similarly, 

B = L L PB'(K)[H1 IIY1](BN(K+,H, {v}) + 1)2 L Ps[H2] 
(11'1 ,11'2 ) in H1EX1 H2ESG(S,S,1r2) 

IT(v,K+ ,S) 

and simple algebraic manipulation gives 

B = L (EP( 1r1, K+, { v}) + 2E( 1r1, J(+, { v}) + s( 1r1, K+))Ps[1r2]. 

(11'1 ,11'2) in 
IT(v,K+ ,S) 
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I 

We can use lemmata 3.10, 3.12, and 3.14 to reduce any k-tree G to a k-clique R. 

We compute Res(G) by combining the information in the state of the k-clique R with the 

effect of the edges between nodes in R. Before c9mputing Res(G) we extend the values in 

the state of R (statistics about B'(R)) to values about the graph G itself. Some additional 

notation is in order. Let Res'( G) denote the expected number of ordered pairs of nodes 

in G that can communicate (including pairs of the form ( u, u)). So 

Res'(G) = L Pa[H] L IV(C)l2. 
H~G CEComp(H) 

Notice that by Lemma 3.9 

1 
Res(G) = - (Res'(G) - L Pv), 

2 vEV 
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Therefore we only need to prove that Res'( G) can be computed from the state of 

the root R and the effect of the nodes and edges in R . 

To account for the effect of the edges between nodes in R we define the following 

functions. Letting 1r be any non-empty subpartition of the nodes in the root R and C E 1r, 

define 

E P' ( 1r, R, C) = Pa[H] N(H,C)2, 
HESG(G,R,1r) 

where N(H, C) = l{Y E G I y ft C}I. Finally, let EIP'(R) denote the expected number of 

ordered pahs ( u, v) of nodes in G that can communicate such that u rf R and v rf R . So 

EIP'(R) = L Pa[H] L IV(C)l2. 
H SG C El(H,R) 

The following lemma states how to compute Res'(G) from the state of the root R. 

Lemma 3.15 (termination) Let G = (V, E) be a k-tree network and R be a root of G 

obtained by applying the reduction paradigm and lemmata 3.10, 3.12, and 3.14 to G. 

Then 

( a) For all 1r, C, such that 1r is a non-empty subpartition in II( R), and C is a block of 

7r' 

EP'(1r , R,C) = 

L PR[1r2] (s(1r1,R) 1c12 + L (2 ICI E(1r1,R,D) + EP(1r1,R,D,D))). 
( 11'1 ,11'2) 

11'1 ,\,r2 part . of V(,r) 
7rl V1r2=1r 

(b) EIP'(R) = EIP(R). 

(c) Res'(G) = EIP'(R) + L L EP'(1r,R,C). 
1rEil(R) CE1r 

Proof: The proofs follow easily by algebraic manipulation of the definitions of 

EP'(1r,R,C) , EIP'(R), and Res'(G). We present some details of the proof for (a) only. 

I 

I 
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Let Y denote the condition up(V(1r1)) I\ dn(V(R)\ V(1r1)). Clearly, 

EP'( 1r, R, C) 

= 

Pa[H] N(H,C) 
HESG(G,R,1r) 

(11't,11"2) H1 in H2in 
11"1 A11'2 part . of V(11') SG(B'(R),R,1r1) SG(R,R,1r2) 

1r1 V1r2=1r 

and the result follows because 

Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
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I 

Theorem 3.16 The resilience of a partial k-tree network given with an embedding in a 

k-tree can be computed in 0( n) time. 

£.rQQf: Correctness follows from lemmata 3.10 , 3.12, 3.14, and 3.15. Timing follows from 

lemmata 3.10, 3.12, 3.14, 3.15 and 2.5. I 

Broadcast Resilience 

The broadcast resilience Resv( G) of a network G with respect to a node v is the 

expected number of nodes that can be reached from v . Thus 

Resv(G) = L Pa[H] L r(v,{u} ,H). 
H5:G uEV 

We can compute Resv( G) with a straightforward simplification of the reduction algorithm 

for Res. First we make sure that the root R includes node v. Secondly, we maintain 

in state(K) the values s(1r , K) and E(1r,K,C) only (for all subpartitions 1r in II(K) and 

C E 1r). This is possible because the algorithm for Res updates the values s(1r, K) and 
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E( 1r, ](, C) by combining values s( rr', K') and E( rr', K', C') only. Finally, we modify the 

termination step to compute 

L E(1r,R,Cv), 
1rEil'(R) 

where II'(R) is the set of subpartitions of V(R) such that v E V(1r), Cv is the block 

of 1r that contains v, and E'( 1r, K, C) is the expected number of nodes in the connected 

component that contains the nodes V(C). It is easy to verify that 

E' ( rr, K, C) = 
( 1r1 ,1r2) 

PR[1r2] ( s(,r,, R) IC!+ L E( ,,.,, R, nl). (III.23) 
DE1r1 
D~C 1r1 A1r2 part . of V(1r) 

11'1 V1r2=1r 

Therefore we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.17 The broadcast resilience of a partial k-tree network given with an embed

ding in a k-tree can be computed in 0( n) time. 

!-Broadcast Resilience 

The !-broadcast resilience of a network G is defined as 

Res1(G,L) = L Pc[H] L r(v,L,H), (III.24) 
H<5:G vEV 

i.e. , it is the expected number of nodes that receive a message broadcasted from each node 

in L. This measure is useful in determining the best sources for broadcasts in a network. 

We are interested in solving Res1 for l > 1. 

It would be convenient if we could ·solve Res1 by using the reduction algorithm for 

Resv . For instance, we may consider computing LveL Resv. However, this approach 

would only give us an upper bound on Res1 (it would count more than once the nodes 

connected to L ). Another alternative is to try to solve Res1 from the information in 

state(R). This approach works when L is a subset of the nodes in R. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
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Theorem 3.18 Let G = (V, E) be a partial k-tree network and R be a root of G obtained 

by applying the reduction algorithm for Resv to G. Let L ~ V(R). Then 

Res1(G, L) = I: I: E'(1r,K,C) (III.25) 
1rETI(R) CEff' 

V(C)nLyi!0 

and Res1(G,L) can be computed in O(n) time. 

Proof: The identity follows by simple algebraic manipulation of Equation III.23 and Equa-

tion III.24. Timing is a corollary of Theorem 3.17. I 

A linear time solution for Res, with respect to an arbitrary set L can be obtained 

by defining a reduction algorithm explicitly for this problem. We will present neither a 

detailed description of this reduction algorithm nor a formal proof of correctness because 

it is a combination of the ideas already presented in the algorithms for Re[z and Resv, 

Naturally, as there is a set of distinguished nodes L, we borrow the notion of colored 

subpartitions from the algorithm for Relz. In contrast with the approach for Rel1, any 

subgraph of G is favorable. In particular, distinguished nodes may be elements of con

nected components that are isolated from a k-clique K. From the algorithm for Res we 

borrow the idea of keeping track of values similar to s(1r,K), E(1r,K,C), and EIP(K). 

The following definitions formalize these ideas. 

Let H be a subgraph of G. For each colored subpartition a in C(H), SG(G,H,a) 

is the set of subgraphs of G whose L-contraction with respect to V(H) is a. The state of 

a k-clique is defined by the following three identities. 

For each subpartition a E C( K), 

s(a,K) = L -. PB'(K)[H II up(V(a),K)]. 
HE SG(B'(K),K,cx) 

For each subpartition a = ( 1r, o-) E C( K) and each block C in 1r, 

E(a,K,C) = L PB'(K)[H II up(V(1r),K)] BN(K,H,C). 
HE SG(B 1(K),K,1r) 
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We also keep track of the expected number of nodes in gray connected components that 

are isolated from K: 

EIN(K) = L PB'(K)[H] 
H5:G 

L IV(C)I . 
ceI(H,K) 
V(C)nL# 

The initialization, reduction, and termination steps are defined by lemmata very 

similar to the lemmata for Res. 

Theorem 3.19 The /-broadcast resilience of a partial k-tree network given with an embed

ding in a k-tree can be computed in 0( n) time. 

Network Broadcast Facility Location Problem 

Nel [49] defines the Network Broadcast Facility Location problem (with parameter 

l) as finding a set of l nodes of G that maximizes the /-broadcast resilience of G, i.e. , 

NBFL,(G) = max {Res,(G,L)}. 
L~V(G) 

ILl=l 

Therefore, a trivial corollary of Theorem 3.19 is 

Corollary 3.20 The NBFL1 problem on partial k-tree networks given with an embedding 

in a k-tree can be computed in 0( n1+1) time. 

Concluding Remarks 

The reduction paradigm introduced in [10] is a powerful tool to solve network reli

ability problems restricted to partial k-tree networks. In this chapter we presented exact 

linear time algorithms to solve Rel,, Res, Res,, and a polynomial time algorithm for 

NBFL,. The technique employed can be applied to solve other network reliability prob

lems. For example, given two nodes that maximize Resv( G) we may want to discriminate 

among them by computing the standard deviation of X , where X is a random variable 

denoting the size of the connected component containing the selected node. We believe 

I 

i ' 

I 

I 
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that the basic technique presented here can be generalized to compute this and other 

reliability measures . 

Res is a particularly difficult problem. To our knowledge it had been solved in 

polynomial time only when the network is a partial 2-tree and either edges or nodes fail, 

but not both. The reduction algorithm for Res that we presented is very useful not only 

because it runs in linear time, but also because it is the basis for linear and polynomial 

time algorithms for Resv, Resz, and NBFLz. 

Even though this research is not concerned with the development of efficient ap

proximation algorithms for general networks, we must point out that the availability of 

efficient exact algorithms for restricted classes of graphs may result in better approxima

tion algorithms for general graphs. In particular, edge-packing techniques may benefit 

from the existence of efficient exact algorithms for partial k-tre~s. Colbourn [23] indicates 

that edge-packing by partial 2-trees is a promising option to obtain better lower bounds 

for some reliability problems. 

The reduction algorithms presented in this chapter run in time linear in the size of 

the graph but exponential in k. Naive implementations of these algorithms make them 

practical for small values of k only (k:::; 4). However, careful implementations may result 

in more generally applicable algorithms. Table 5 presents the size of the state of each 

k-clique in the algorithms developed in this chapter. The expression {7} stands for the 

number of ways to partition a set of n elements into l nonempty subsets ( a Stirling number 

of the second kind). 



Table 5: Size of state(K) in Reduction Algorithms for Reliability Problems 

Problem Edge failures Node and edge failures 

RelA tm I:t:1} 
i=l 1, 

Relr tmtG) I:{k;1}te~l) 
i=l J=O J 

Resv t{~}(i+l) k+l e+l}. I: . i 
i=l 1, i=l 1, 

Res 1+ t{k}(i+l+i(i-1)/2) k+t e+ 1} l+L . (i+(i-l)(i-2)/2) 
i=l 1, i=l 1, 

Resr 1+t{~}tC.)(i+1) k+le-1}, e-1) . 1+I: . I: . 'l, 

i=l ;=O J i=l 1, j=O J 
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CHAPTER IV 

EFFICIENT EXACT ALGORITHMS FOR DIRECTED PARTIAL K-TREE 

NETWORKS 

Introduction 
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In the previous chapter we presented efficient exact algorithms for several reliability 

problems restricted to undirected partial k-tree networks (given with an embedding in a 

k-tree ). In this chapter, we present polynomial time solutions to the directed counterparts 

of these problems. The study of efficient algorithms for directed reliability problems is 

motivated by the fact that there is no known technique to reduce a general directed 

problem to its undirected counterpart. 1 Thus the algorithms given in Chapter III do 

not seem to be applicable for directed reliability problems. In fact, even if a linear time 

reduction existed, the tree width of the undirected graph may become impractically large. 

We must also point out that the results in this chapter do not supersede those in 

Chapter III. On the one hand , although it is well known that Rel1 can be reduced to its 

directed counterpart via an 0( m) time transformation , such a reduction increases the tree 

width of the undirected graph from k to 2k + 1 (if nodes fail, Lemma 4.9). As all of these 

reduction algorithms run in time exponential in k, a small increase in the value of k may 

turn an algorithm impractical. On the other hand, there is no known technique to reduce 

the undirected versions of resilience to its directed counterpart (if nodes fail) . Besides, the 

reduction algorithms for the directed versions of Resv and Res do not run in linear time 

but in O(n2 ) and O(n3 ) time, respectively. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we define some basic ter-

1 Directed and undirected versions of the problems solved in Chapter IV are #P
complete in general. Therefore, there are polynomial time reductions between them. 
However, we are only interested in linear time reductions between these problems. 
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minology and redefine some concepts that we previously presented in terms of undirected 

graphs. We then discuss how to modify the algorithms given in the previous chapters 

to deal with directed networks. We initially employ a simplified network model in which 

nodes are fail-safe. In a closing subsection, we discuss how to cope with node failures. 

Terminology 

Unless otherwise stated, we follow the graph theoretic terminology in [37). We model 

directed networks with probabilistic digraphs G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes and 

E ~ V x Vis the set of arcs. Nodes represent communication sites and arcs (u, v) in E 

represent a communication line from node u ( the origin) to node v ( the destination). A 

node v is reachable from node u if there is a ( directed) path from u to v, i.e. , u = v or v 

is reachable from a node w such that ( u, w) is an arc in E . Each arc e has an associated 

probability of operation Pe such that O ~ Pe ~ 1. Table 6 summarizes our terminology for 

directed reliability problems. Let G be a directed network and s, t, be nodes in V( G). The 

reachability of G with respect to s, ConnA(G,s), is the probability that all nodes in V(G) 

can be reached from s, i.e., it is the probability that a broadcast operation from node s is 

successful. The s,t-connectedness of G, Conn2(G, s, t), is the probability that there is a 

( directed) path from s to t . Given a subset L of l nodes in V( G), the s,L-connectedness 

of G , Conn1(G,s,L), is the probability that Lis reachable from s, i.e., the probability 

that there is a path from node s to each element in L . The directed broadcast resilience 

of G with respect to a node s, DRes6 ( G), is the expected number of nodes that can be 

reached form s (including s ). The /-directed broadcast resilience of G with respect to a 

set of l nodes L, DRes1(G,L), is the expected number of nodes that can be reached from 

nodes in L (including nodes in L ). The d~rected resilience of G, D Res( G), is the expected 

number of pairs of nodes that can communicate. 

The following definitions are natural extensions of concepts defined previously in 

terms of undirected graphs. Let G = (V, E) be a digraph, a digraph G' = (V' , E') is a 

subgraph of G if the set of nodes V' is a subset of V and the set of arcs E' is a subset of 

E; G' is a partial graph of G if it is a subgraph of G and V' = V. As nodes are fail-safe 

I 

I 

I 
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Table 6: Directed Versions of Some Reliability Measures and Their Associated Problems 

Measure Notation Problem 
Reachability ConnA(G,s) ConnA 

s ,t-connectedness Conn2(G,s,t) Conn2 
s,L-connectedness Connz(G , s,L) Connz 

Directed broadcast resilience DRess(G) DRess 
I-Directed broadcast resilience DResz(G, L) DResz 

Directed resilience DRes(G) DRes 

in our directed network model, we use partial graphs to model the state of the network. 

Given two nodes u, v in V( G), we say that u is connected to v via H, a partial graph of 

G, and denote it u~v, if v is reachable from u in H. Node u is connected to a set of nodes 

L via H, u~ L if u is connected to each element of L via H. We define the connectivity 

function r( u, L, H) to be 1 if u ~ L, otherwise it is 0. For instance, we can formulate 

Connz(G,s,L) as 

Connz(G,s,L) = L Po[H]r(s,L,H), 
H<;P 

where H ~ G denotes that His partial graph of G. 

A digraph G is a directed k-tree if it is obtained form a k-tree G' by replacing each 

edge { u, v }in E( G') with arcs ( u, v) and ( v, u ). A directed partial k-tree is a partial graph 

of a directed k-tree. Let G be a digraph, the underlying multigraph of G is the multigraph 

G' obtained by replacing each arc ( u, v) with and edge { u, v }. A digraph J( is a k-clique 

if there is an arc connecting each pair of nodes in ](. Other concepts such as removed 

branches on K, shell of K, peo, k-leaf, etc., are defined as expected. 

Efficient Exact Algorithms 

All the problems in Table 6 are #P-complete for general networks. Agrawal and 

Satyanarayana [2] developed a linear time algorithm for C onn1 restricted to partial 2-

trees. We are not aware of the existence of any polynomial time algorithms for directed 
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partial k-trees when k > 2. Ball and Provan [13] proved that ConnA can be computed 

in 0( m) time for directed acyclic graphs. This is an interesting result because C onn1 is 

#P-complete for directed acyclic graphs [23] . This is the only case in which Conni and 

ConnA have been proved to differ in complexity [23]. 

The rest of this chapter presents algorithms for the reliability problems in Table 6 

restricted to directed partial k-tree networks. We assume that partial k-trees are always 

given with an embedding in a k-tree and that k is a fixed positive integer. Furthermore, to 

simplify our presentation, we assume that nodes are fail-safe. Without loss of generality, 

we also assume that the input graph has been transformed into an embedding k-tree by 

adding arcs e with Pe = 0. 

The reduction algorithms for undirected reliability problems keep track of certain 

statistical information about classes of subgraphs of the shell of each k-clique. For each 

k-clique K and each subpartition 1r of the nodes in V(K), we maintain information about 

the subgraphs of the shell B'(K) whose "contraction" with respect to]( is 1r. 2 The fact 

that edges represent bidirectional communication lines allowed us to represent connectivity 

between nodes in V(K) via subpartitions of the set of nodes V(K). Directed graphs require 

a different approach. The general idea that we use is a natural extension of the ideas in 

the previous chapter. Instead of using subpartions of the set V (K) to partition the set 

of subgraphs of the shell B'(K) into equivalence classes, we use digraphs on the set of 

nodes V ( K) to partition the set of partial graphs ( nodes are assumed fail-safe) of t he shell 

B'(K ). • Most of the concepts and definitions in Chapter III have natural counterparts for 

the directed version of the reliability problems. 

s ,L-Connectedness 

Let G be a directed k-tree network and let L be a set of l nodes in V( G). We are 

interested in computing the probability that there is a path from a specific node s , the 

2The definition of "contraction" varies from problem to problem. 

I I 

I 
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source of G, to each node in L , i.e., 

Conn1(G,s,L) = L Pc[H]r(s,L,H). 
H<;P 

We need a few definitions before presenting the reduction algorithm for Conni. 

Let v be a node of G with incoming arcs ( x1, v ), ... , (Xi, v) and outgo

ing arcs (v,yi), ... ,(v,yj), for some non negative integer values i and j. The 

substitution of node v in G, subs(G,v), is the operation on G that removes node v 

from V(G) and adds one edge from each node x1, ... ,Xi to each node Yl,···,Yi· Let 

G = (V, E) be a directed graph and W be a set of nodes such that W n V # 0. The 

contraction of G with respect to W, Cont( G, W), is the graph obtained by by substitut-

\ 1 .r d . W G "f d l :f Cont(G,W) ing all nodes in V W. Clear y, 1or any two no es u, v m , uf'Vv 1 an on y 1 u f'V v. 

Let G be a directed graph, H be a subgraph of G, and L be a set of nodes (not 

necessarily in V(G)). Let D = (V(H)uL',E') be a digraph such that L' = LnV(G). We 

are interested in those partial graphs of G such that all the nodes in L' can be reached 

from V(H). Let us call such partial graphs of G the set of favorable subgraphs of G with 

respect to H. We use PG( G, H, L, D) to represent the set of favorable subgraphs of G such 

that Cont(G, V(H) UL)= D. As in the undirected case, it is easy to verify that the set of 

favorable subgraphs of G with respect to H is partitioned into equivalence classes, each of 

which is PG(G,H,L,D), where the set of nodes of Dis V(H) U (L n V(G)) and all nodes 

in L n V(H) are reachable from V(H). In particular, let us consider G, a partially reduced 

directed k-tree network and one of its k-cliques K . Let L be the set of distinguished nodes 

that we want to reach from the source s and let us assume that s is not in the shell 

B'(K). Let ;(K) be the set of directed graphs D with node set V(K) UL', for each 

L' subset of nodes of L, and such that all nodes in L' are reachable from V(K) in D. 

We partition the set of of favorable subgraphs of the shell B'(K) with respect to ]( into 

the equivalence classes PG(B'(K), K, L, D 1 ), ... , PG(B'(K), K, L, Dq), where D 1 , ... , Dq 

is an enumeration of the eleme.nts in ;(K). Thus, the state of K consists of the values 
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s(D1 , K), . .. , s(Dq, K), 3 where for each digraph Din 1(K), 

s(D, K) = L PB'(K)[H]. (IV.26) 
HePG(B'(K),K,L,D) 

The next four lemmata define the initialization, reduction, and termination steps of 

the reduction algorithm for Conni. 

Lemma 4.1 Let G be a directed k-tree network and L be a subset of nodes of G. Then 

for all ]( and D such that J( is a k-clique of G and D is a digraph in 1(K) 

{ 

1 if D = (V(K),0) 
s(D,K) = 

0 otherwise. 

· £..r.Q.Qf: Immediate by definition of B'(K) (Equation II.2) and the definition of s(D, K) 

(Equation IV .26). I 

The reduction algorithm for C onn1 proceeds in the usual way. The only special 

consideration is that we reduce G to a root R that includes the source s. Let us consider 

the reduction step. Let v beak-leaf of G such that the neighborhood of v in the underlying 

multigraph is J(. As in the undirected case, we consider two steps. First we combine the 

states of 1(1 , ••• , J(k+ 1 to obtain the state of the (k + 1)-clique J(+. Then we update the 

state of J( to reflect the fact that v becomes one of the nodes in the removed branches 

B(K). Unlike the undirected case, the reduction step does not perform joins of partitions 

but a digraph union operation on digraphs. Let G1 = (Vi, Ei) and G2 = (V2, E2) be two 

digraphs, we define the digraph union ofG1 and G2 as G1 UG2 = (V1 U ½, E1 U E2) (notice 

that this operation does not introduce multiple arcs with the same origin and destination). 
~ 

To compute the state of J(+ we consider all possible ways of obtaining n+, a digraph in 

3We have defined 1 ( K) in a rather naive way. We could define it in other ways that 
use less space. For example, we could further constrain 1 (K) to include only transitive di
graphs. We prefer our naive definition because it simplifies the description of the reduction 
algorithm. 



,(K+), as the digraph union of D1,: .. ,Dk+1, where Di is a digraph in ,(I(i). Let 

k+l 

T(D+,K+) = {(D1, ... ,Dk+1) I Vi= 1, ... ,k+ 1,Di E ,(Ki) and LJ Di= D+} 
i=l 
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Lemma 4.2 Let G be a directed k-tree network that has been partially reduced using some 

perfect elimination ordering and the general reduction paradigm. Let v be the next k-leaf 

to be removed. Let K be the neighborhood of v in the underlying multigraph and J(+ be 

the subgraph of G induced by V(K) U { v }. Then for all digraphs D+ in ,(K+) 

k+l 

s(D+,K+) = ~ IT s(Di , Ki) 
i5eT(D+ ,K+) i=1 

Lemma 4.3 Let G be a directed k-tree network that has been partially reduced using 

some perfect elimination ordering and the general reduction paradigm. Let L ~ V( G) 

and v be the next k-leaf to be removed. Let K be the neighborhood of v in the underling 

multigraph and J(+ be the subgraph of G induced by V(K) U { v }. In addition, let S be 

the star digraph induced by the k arcs that connect v to each node in V(K) and the k 

arcs that connect each node in V(K) to v. Then, for each directed graph D in ,(K), 

s(D,K) = 
(D+,Ds) 

in PP(D,K) 

where PP( D, K) is a set of pairs of partial graphs defined as follows: 

. P P(D, K) = {(D+, Ds) In+ E ,(Jc+), Ds E /3(S), Cont(D+ u Ds, V(K) u L) = D}, 

where /3( S) is the set of partial graphs of S. 

The following lemma defines the termination step of the reduction algorithm for 

Connz. 

Lemma 4.4 Let G be a directed k-tree network and L ~ V(G). Let R be a root of G 

obtained by applying the reduction paradigm and lemmata 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 to G, and 



such that the source sis an element of V(R). Then 

Connz(G,s,L) = I: s(D1,R)PR[D2], 
(D1,D2) E Q(R,s ,L) 
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The reduction algorithm for Connz runs in linear time because l is constant and 

because the initialization, reduction and termination steps can be performed in constant 

time. 

Theorem 4.5 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with fail-safe nodes and given 

with an embedding in a k-tree. Let s be a node in V( G) and L be a subset of l nodes of 

V(G). The s,L-connectedness of G, Connz(G,s,L), can be computed in O(n) time. 

If l = n the size of the state of each k-clique ]( will not be constant but exponential in 

n. Therefore, we need to modify the algorithm for Connz to solve ConnA, the reachability 

problem. 

Reachability 

The reachability of G with respect to a source s is the probability that all nodes 

in V( G) can be reached from s. In this section we show how to modify the linear time 

algorithm for Connz to solve ConnA, 

Let K be a k-clique of G and D be a partial graph of J(. We define PG( G, K, D) 

to be the set of partial graphs of G such that Cont(G, V(K)) = D and all nodes in V(G) 

can be reached from V(K). We use 1 (G) to denote the set of partial graphs of G. The 

index set of the state of J( is 1 (K), the set of partial graphs of K. Thus, the state of each 

k-clique I( consists of the values 

s(D , K) = PB'(K)[PG(B'(K), K, D)] = I: PB'(K)[H], 
H E PG(B'(K),K,D) 

for each digraph D in 1 (K). 

I 
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The following equations define the initialization, reduction, and termination steps 

of the reduction algorithm for ConnA, The initialization step is the same as for Conni, 

i.e., for each digraph D in ,(K), 

where 

{ 

1 if D = (V(K),0) 
s(D,K) = 

0 otherwise. 

The first part of the reduction step also remains the same. For each digraph n+ in 

k+l 

s(D+, K+) = L IT s(i5i, Ki), 
DET(D+ ,K+) i=l 

k+l 

T(D+,K+) = {(D1, ... , Dk+i) I \:/i = 1, ... , k + 1,Di E ,(Ki) and LJ Di= n+}. 
i=l 

The second part of the reduction step changes slightly. We update the state of K as 

follows: for each digraph D in ,(K), 

s(D , K)= · L 
(D+,D5) 

in PP(D,K) 

where P P(D, K) is a set of pairs of graphs (D+, Ds) such that n+ E ,(](+), Ds E ,(S), 

Cont(D+ U Ds, V(K)) = D, and vis reachable from V(K) inn+ u Ds. 

The formulation of the termination step is identical to the formulation of the termi

nation step for Conni. 

ConnA( G, s, L) = 

where 
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Theorem 4.6 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with fail-safe nodes and given 

with an embedding in a k-tree. Let s be a node in V( G). The reachabili ty of G with 

respect to s, ConnA(G,s), can be computed in O(n) time. 

Although the algorithm for Conni has to be modified to solve ConnA , the changes 

are very straightforward. Similar modifications of the algorithm for Conni lead to a linear 

time solution for Connn-1, where l is constant. 

Directed Broadcast Resilience 

Similarly to the undirected case, the directed broadcast resilience DRess(G) of a 

digraph can be computed by calculating the s,t-connectedness n times: 

DRess(G) = L Pa[H] L r(s, {t}, H) 
H,;p tEV(G) 

= L Conn2(G, s, t). 
tEV(G) 

(IV.27) 

Theorem 4.7 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with fail-safe nodes and given 

with an embedding in a k-tree. The broadcast resilience D Ress( G) G with respect to any 

node s in V( G) can be computed in 0( n 2
) time. 

Proof: Immediate by Equation IV.27 and the linear time reduction algorithm for Conn 2 • 

I 

A linear time reduction algorithm for D Ress does not seem to follow obviously from 

the linear time reduction for Resv. A naive approa~h would be to maintain two sets of 

values in the state of each k-clique K, namely, s( D, K), he probability that the contrac

tion of B'(K ) with respect to the set of -nodes V(K) is the digraph D, and E(D , K,v) 

for each subgraph D of K and each node v in V(K). The value E(D , K, v) would 

be similar to E(1r, K, C) in the reduction algorithm for Resv, i.e., when s(D, K) -j; 0, 

E( D , K , v) / s( D , K) would be the expected number of nodes w in the removed branches 

B(K) such that w is reachable from v in a partial graph of the shell B'(K ). This approach 

does not work because it does not guarantee that we count reachable nodes exactly once. 

I 

I 
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We conjecture, however, that a linear time reduction algorithm for DRess exists. We 

leave this problem for future research . 

/-Directed Broadcast Resilience 

As for the undirected case, there is no known formula expressing /-directed broadcast 

resilience in terms of other reliability measures for which we have a reduction algorithm. 

We do not have a reduction algorithm for D Res1. However, we believe that a linear time 

reduction algorithm for DResv would indicate how to solve DRes1. 

Directed Resilience 

The directed resilience of a digraph can be formulated as follows: 

DRes(G) = L L Conn2(G,u,v) 
uEV(G) vEV(G) 

= L DResu(G). 
uEV(G) 

(IV.28) 

(IV.29) 

Thus the linear time reduction algorithm for Conn2 and Equation IV.28 give us the 

following theorem. 

Theorem 4 .8 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with fail-safe nodes and given 

with an embedding in a k-tree. The resilience of G can be computed in CJ( n3 ) time. 

Notice that by Equation IV.29 a linear time algorithm for DRess would give us a 

quadratic time algorithm for D Res . 

Node Failures 

s ,L-Connectedness 

So far we have assumed that the nodes of a network do not fail. This assumption 

is not always restrictive. F~r example, ConnA( G , s) with node failures is the product of 

C onnA ( G , s ) without node failures and IlveV(G) Pv. Furthermore, Ball has proved that 

Connz with node failures can be reduced to Connz without node failures [12]. Ball's 
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reduction proceeds as follows . Let G = (V, E) be a directed network with edge and node 

failures. Let s be a node in V and L be a subset of l nodes of V, l 2::: 1. We can transform 

G into a directed network 1.p( G) = (V', E') such that nodes in V' are fail-safe and there is 

a node s' in V' and a subset L' of l nodes in V' such that 

Conn1(G,s,L) = Conn1(1.p(G),s',L'). 

The transformation <.p consists of splitting each node v in V into two nodes vi and v0
, 

adding an arc (vi, v 0
) with probability of operation Pv, and replacing each incoming arc 

(u,v) with an arc (u, vi) and each outgoing arc (v,w) with an arc (v 0
, w). If vis the source 

s , we make s' = vi; if v is an element of the set L, node v0 becomes one of the elements 

of L'. Clearly, this transformation can be implemented in O(m) time. Thus , if G is a 

directed partial k-tree network, the transformation <.p can be implemented in O(n) time. 

It is also easy to verify that for any pair of nodes u, w in V, 

and 

where Pu > 0, and Pw > 0. 

Pcp(G)[ui "'w 0
] = Pa[u"' w], 

Pcp(G)[ui "'wi] = Pa[u"' w]/Pw, 

(IV.30) 

(IV.31) 

(IV.32) 

The following lemma states that if G has bounded tree-width, so does 1.p( G) . 

Lemma 4.9 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network. The digraph 1.p( G) is a directed 

partial (2k + 1)-tree network. 

Proof: We prove that if G has tree-width ~ k then <.p( G) has tree-width ~ 2k + 1. Let 

( {Xi I i E I} , T = (I , F )) be a tree decomposition of G such that maxiEI IXil - 1 = k . 

The following tree decomposition of 1.p(G) has tree-width 2k+l: ({"¾I i E J} ,T = (I , F )), 
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where 

Let us first prove that this is a tree decomposition of cp( G). Clearly, 

LJ Yi = V( cp( G)). 
iEl 

Consider an arc e in E(cp(G)). Arce is either of the form (vi,v0
) or (v 0 ,wi). In the former 

case, both vi and v 0 are elements of Yi for each index l such that v E X1. In the latter 

case, by construction, arc ( v, w) is an element of E( G) and thus there exists an index i in 

I such that v E Xi and w E Xi. By definition of Yi, v 0 and wi are elements of Yi. 

Now, let i, j, l E J such that j lies in a path from i to l in T . We have to prove that 

~ n Yi ~ Yj. Let x be an element of~ n Yi- If x = vi then, by definition of~ and Yi, 

v is an element of Xi n X 1 and therefore, v E Xj. But then, by definition of Yj, vi is an 

element of Yj. If x = v 0 we proceed analogously. Finally, it is clear that the tree-width of 

this tree decomposition is 2k + 1. I 

Therefore, we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.10 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with node and edge failures. Let 

s be a node in V(G) and L be a subset of nodes L ~ V(G). The s,L-connectedness of G 

can be computed in 0( n) time 

Proof: Immediate by Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.9. I 

Alternatively, we can design an O(n) time algorithm for Conni with node and edge 

failures by modifying the algorithm for Connr with fail-safe nodes. The main change 

consist of defining the index set ,( K) of.-each k-clique I( as the set of subgraphs of J( 

(instead of the set of partial graphs of K). 

Directed Broadcast Resilience 

We do not know of any algorithm to transform a network with node and edge failures 

into a network without node failures that has the same directed broadcast resilience. The 
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transformation <.p defined in the previous section does not preserve the directed broadcast 

resilience. However, we can establish the following relationships between D Ress( G) and 

D Ress( <.p( G) ). 

Lemma 4.11 Let G = (V, E) be a directed network with node and edge failures such that 

for all v in V, Pv > 0. Then 

DRess(G) = DReS 8 i(<.p(G)) - L Conn2(<.p(G),si,wi). 
wiEV' 

If all nodes in V fail with the same probability p, 

.:£.mill: Let G' = (V',E') be <.p(G). By definition of DRes8 , 

wEV' 

(IV.33) 

By Equation IV .30, Equation IV .33 becomes 

DReS 8 i(G') = DRes8 (G) + L Conn2(G',s i, wi), (IV.34) 
wiEV' 

which proves the first part of the lemma. To prove the second part of the lemma let us 

assume that nodes operate with probability p. By Equation IV.31 , Equation IV.34 is 

DReS 8 i(G') = DRes:(G) + L Conn2(G, s, w)/p 
wEV 

= DRes8 (G) + DRes8 (G)/p. 

So 
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I 

Theorem 4.12 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with node and edge failures. Let 

s be a node in V( G). The directed broadcast resilience of G with respect to s can be 

computed in 0( n2 ) time. 

Proof: Compute cp(G) linear time 

and then compute DRes
9
i(cp(G)) and Conn2(cp(G),si,wi) for all nodes wi ·EV'. The 

result follows by Theorem 4.5 , Theorem 4.7, and Lemma 4.11. I 

Lemma 4.11 may have another important consequence. If our conjecture that DRes 3 

without node failures can be solved in linear time is true, D Ress with node and edge 

failures can also be solved in linear time if nodes fail with the same probability. 

Directed Resilience 

The transformation <p can also be used to to reduce the directed resilience problem 

with node and edge failures to a collection of reliability problems without node failures . 

Lemma 4.13 Let G = (V, E) be a directed network with node and edge failures such that 

for all v in V Pv > 0. Let G' = (V', E') be cp(G). Then 

DRes(G') = DRes(G) + L Pv + L L Pa,[vi '""'w 0 ]/Pv + 
vEV viEV' w 0 ev' 

w~v 

L L Pa,[vi'""' w 0 ]/Pw + 
viEV' w 0 ev' 

w~v 

If all nodes in V fail with the same probability p, 

DRes(G) 



Proof: Let G' = (V', E') be c.p( G). _By definition of DRes, 

DRes(G') = L L Pa,[v f"V -w]. 

We can break down the sum above as 

vEV' weV' 
w,#v 

DRes(G') = L L Pa,[vi f"V w0
] + 

The first term of the sum above is 

L L Pa,[vi ,-...; wi] + 
viEV' wiev~ 

w';ll!v' 

L L Pa,[vo ~ wo] + 
v 0 EV' w 0 EV 1 

wOyi!vO 

L L Pa,[v 0 
f"V wt· 

v 0 EV' wiev' 
wOyi!vi 

= L Pa,[vi f"V vo]. 
vi EV' 
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(IV.35) 

(IV.36) 

By Equation IV.30, Pa,[vi f"V w0
] = Pa[v i-...1 w]. Besides, Pa,[vi f"V v0

] = Pv• Thus, Equa

tion IV .36 becomes 

- DRes(G) + I: Pv• (IV.37) 
vEV 

Similarly, the second term of the right hand side of Equation IV .35 is 

L L Pa,[vi i-...1 wi] = L L Pa,[vi rv w0 ]/Pw 
viEV' wiev' viEV' w0 ev' 

wi:;,tvi wO:;,tvO 



= L L Pa[v "-J w]/Pw• 
vEV wEV 

w~v 

The third term of the right hand side of Equation IV .35 is 

L L Pa,[v0 
"-J w 0

] = L L Pa,[vi "-J w 0 ]/Pv 
v 0 EV' w 0 ev' viEV' w 0 EV 1 

wO~vo wO~vo 

= L L Pa[v "-J w]/Pv• 
vEV wEV 

w~v 

The fourth term of the right hand side of Equation IV .35 is 

v 0 EV' wiev' 
wi~vi 
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(IV.38) 

(IV.39) 

Thus, the first part of the lemma follows by Equation IV.35, IV.37, IV.38, IV.39, 

and IV.40. Now, if all nodes in V fail with the same probability p, Equation IV.37 becomes 

L L Pa,[vi "-J w 0
] = · DRes(G) + np, 

vi EV' w 0 EV' 

Equation IV .38 becomes 

L L Pa,[vi "-J wi] = DRes(G)/p, 
vi EV' w'EV' 

w'~vi 

Equation IV .39 becomes 

L L Pa,[v0 
"-J w 0

] = DRes(G)/p, 
v 0 EV' w 0 eV' 

wO~vO 

(IV.41) 

(IV.42) 

(IV.43) 
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and Equation IV .40 becomes 

Combining Equations IV.35, IV.41, IV.42, IV.43, and IV.44 we obtain 

I 

Theorem 4.14 Let G be a directed partial k-tree network with node and edge failures . 

The directed resilience of G can be computed in 0( n3 ) time. 

Proof: Compute c.p(G) (linear time) and apply Theorem 4.5, Theorem 4.7, and Lemma4.13 

to c.p( G). I 

We know that if DRes 8 without node failures can be solved in linear time, DRes 

without node failures can be solved in quadratic time. Therefore, if our conjecture that 

DRess without node failures can be solved in liner time is true, DRes with node and edge 

failures can be solved in quadratic time when nodes fail with the same probability ( using 

Lemma 4.13). 
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CHAPTER V 

UNIFORMLY OPTIMAL 2-TREES WITH RESPECT TO REL2 

In the previous two chapters we presented efficient algorithms to solve a variety 

of network reliability problems. In this chapter we are int~rested in a design problem. 

We want to characterize the "best" and "worst" 2-trees with respect to Rel2 . In order 

to address this problem, we simplify the network model by assuming that only edges 

fail and that they all fail with the same probability p (0 < p < l) . Given a reliability 

measure Rel we use Rel(G,p) to denote the reliability of the network modeled by the 

probabilistic graph G, in which each edge fails with probability p. It is important to 

observe that the reliability of two arbitrary graphs on n nodes, G1 and G2, may "cross" , 

i.e. , Rel(G1,p) < Rel(G2,P) for some values of p but Rel(G1,P) > Rel(G2,P) for other 

values of p (3]. This means that topology alone may not be sufficient to compare two 

specific networks . However, it may still be possible that there are some networks that 

are uniformly optimal with respect to Rel. An network G on n nodes and m edges is 

uniformly optimal with respect to Rel if Rel(G ,p) 2'.: Rel(H) for all p, 0 < p < l, and all 

graphs Hon n nodes and m edges .1 

Boesch conjectured that uniformly optimal networks exist for any pair ( n, m) of 

nodes and edges . However , Myrvold [47] recently disproved the conjecture. Nevertheless , 

for restricted classes of networks t here may still exist uniformly optimal networks for any 

pair (n, m ). 
~ 

In this chapter we characterize the best and worst 2-trees, 2-caterpillars , and 2-paths 

with respect to Rel2. Specifically, we address the following question: Given a class C of 

1 Unless ambiguity arises , we will simply say that G is a best , most reliable or optimal 
network. When the inequality holds in t he other direction we will say that G is a worst 
or least reliable network . 
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graphs ( where C is the class of 2-trees, 2-caterpillars, or 2-paths) and an integer n , n 2:: 2, 

what is the n node graph G in C, with two distinguished nodes x , y, that maximizes 

(minimizes) Rel2(H,x,y,p) over all n node graphs in C? 

Neufeld and Colbourn [50] found that the best 2-trees with respect to RelA are 

the 2-paths. This result is somewhat surprising as 2-paths with apparently very different 

characteristics such as the 2-line on ri nodes ( a 2-path of maximum diameter) and the 

2-fan on n nodes (a 2-path of minimum diameter) are both optimal. Clark et al. [21] 

proved the non-existence of uniformly optimal 2-trees with respect to Res. They proved 

that for values of p close to O the most resilient 2-tree is the 2-book, but for values of 

p close to 1, any 2-tree that maximizes Res is a 2-path. In addition, the most resilient 

2-path is the 2-fan. 

Terminology 

We assume that the probability of operation of each edge of any graph is always a 

fixed value p (0 < p < l). Thus we use Rel2(G,x,y) instead of Rel2(G,x,y ,p). Given a 

graph G and nodes x, y, z in V( G), we define the following functions: 

s(G , [xy]) = Rel2(G,x,{y}), 

s(G,x[y]) = 1 - Rel2(G, x, {y} ), 

s(G,x[yz]) = Pa[Y'""' z Ax ,f y], 

s(G,[xyz]) = Pa[x'""' y A y'""' z], 

s(G,xy[z]) = Pa[x ,f z A y ,f z]. 

Each function denotes the probability that a spanning subgraph of G meets certain 

connectivity conditions (suggested by the arrangement of the parenthesis in the second 

argument). The following observations are trivial implications of the definitions above . 

Observation 5.1 Let G be a graph and let x , y, z be nodes in V(G). Then 

(a) s(G,x[y]) = s(G,x[yz]) + s(G,xz[y]). 
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(b) s(G,x[yz]) + s(G,y[xz]) + s(G,xy[z]) + s(G,[xyz]) = 1. 

(c) If n > 2 and {x,y} E E(G), then s(G , [xy]) > p and s(G,x[y]) < 1- p. 

An edge of a 2-tree is either a separator ( the removal of its end points separates the 

graph into more than one connected component), a peripheral edge ( one of its end points 

is a 2-leaf), or an exterior edge (if it is neither a separator nor peripheral). A head of a 

2-line is a peripheral edge e such that adding a new node and making it adjacent to the 

end points of e results in a 2-line. 

Uniformly Optimal 2-trees with Adjacent Distinguished Nodes 

Intuitively, it seems that the distinguished nodes of an optimal 2-tree should be 

adjacent . We prove that this is in fact true in the next section. Meanwhile, we assume that 

distinguished nodes are always adjacent and proceed to identify the best and worst 2-trees 

on n nodes. We call the edge induced by the distinguished nodes the distinguished edge. 

We need to state some properties of 2-books first . Let cb( n) denote the probability that the 

end points of the spine of a 2-book on n nodes are connected. Similarly, let db( n) denote 

the probability that the end points of the spine of a 2-book on n nodes are disconnected. 

The following lemma gives closed forms for cb( n) and db( n ). 

Lemma 5.2 Let G be a 2-book on n nodes. Let p be the probability of operation of each 

edge in E(G). Then db(n) = (1- p)(l - p2r-2 and cb(n) = 1- (1- p)(l - p2r- 2 • 

Proof: As cb( n) + db( n) = 1 we only need to prove one of the identities of the theorem. 

Let G be a 2-book on n nodes and let v be a 2-leaf of G. Let { x, y} be the spine of G. The 

probability that x and y are disconnected is the probability that they are disconnected in 

G - v times the probability that at least one of the two edges incident on v is failed , i.e., 

db(n) = db(n - 1)(1 - p2
). Besides, db(2) = (1 - p). This is a simple recurrence relation 

with solution db( n) = (1 - p )(1 - p2?- 2 • I 

vVe also need closed forms for similar measures defined on 2-paths. It is easy to verify 

that for any pair of 2-paths P1 and P2 and any pair of peripheral edges {x1 , yi} E E(P1 ) 
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and {x2 ,y2 } E E(A), the probability that x1 is connected to Y1 in Pi is the same as 

the probability that x2 is connected to y2 in P2. Let cp( n) denote the probability that 

the end points of a peripheral edge of a 2-path on n nodes are connected and let dp( n) 

denote the probability that the end points of a peripheral edge of a 2-path on n nodes are 

disconnected. 

Lemma 5.3 Let P be a 2-path on n nodes. Let p be the probability of operation of each 

edge in E(P). Then 

and 

Proof: Let { x, y} be a peripheral edge and x be a 2-leaf of P. If n = 2 the theorem 

is trivially true. Let n > 2 and let z be the other node adjacent to x. The graph 

P - x is also a 2-path and the edge {y, z} is peripheral. The probability that x and y 

are disconnected in P is the probability that the two edges incident on x fail plus the 

probability that { x, y} fails, { x, z} is operational and y is not connected to z in P - x. 

So dp( n) = ( 1 - p )2 + dp( n - 1)(1 - p )p. Induction on n and the observation that 

dp( n) + cp( n) = 1 completes the proof. I 

The following technical lemmata simplify the proofs of Theorem 5.6 and Theo

rem 5.7. 

Lemma 5.4 Let G be a 2-book on n nodes, n . > 3, and let { u, v} be a peripheral edge of 

G. Then s(G , [uv]) < cb(n). 

... 
Proof: Let v be .a 2-leaf of G. The graph G - v is a 2-book on n - 1 nodes. We can 

therefore express s(G, [uv]) and cb(n) in terms of cb(n - 1) by as follows: 

s(G, [uv]) = cb(n - l)p(l - p) + p 

cb(n) = cb(n - 1)(1 - p2
) + p2 
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We proceed by contradiction. If s( G, [ uv]) 2:: cb( n) the equations above give 

cb(n - l)(p - 1) 2:: p(p - 1). 

But this contradicts Observation 5.1 ( c) . I 

Lemma 5.5 

(a) For l ~ 3, r ~ 3, 

p + (1 - p)cb(l)cb(r) < cb(l + r - l) . 

(b) For l 2:: 2, r ~ 2, l + r = n + l, 
(1 - p)(dp(l) + cp(l)dp(r)) _ 

is maximum when ll - rl = n - 1 and is minimum when ll - rl ~ 1. 

( c) For l 2:: 2, r ~ 2, l + r = n + l, 
dp(l)dp( r )/(1 - p) 

is maximum when ll - rl = n - l and is minimum when ll - rl ~ 1. 

( a) Without loss of generality, we assume l ~ r. We proceed by contradiction. Let 

us assume that p + (1 - p)cb(l)cb(r) 2:: cb(l + r - 1) . Then, using the closed form of 

cb(l + r - 1), we have 

cb(l)cb( r) + ( 1 - p )( 1 - p2 )l+r-3 2:: 1. 

Using the closed forms of cb(l) and .cb( r) and performing simple algebraic manipu

lations we obtain 
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if and only if 

But this means that 1 + (1 - p2y-1 - 2(1 - p2y- 2 ::; 0, which is a contradiction as 

1 > (1 - p2y- 2 for all r 2: 3 and (1 - p2y-1 > (1 - p2y-2 for all r 2: 3, l 2: 3. 

(b) Without loss of generality, assume that l 2: r. Define f(l,r) = (1 - p)(dp(l) + 
cp(l)dp(r)). We prove that f(l + l,r - 1) > f(l,r) and therefore f is maximized 

when ll - rl is maximum and minimized when ll - rl ::; 1. According to Lemma 5.3, 

f(l, r) = (l _(~(~ ~ p))2 ((1 - p)2(1 - p(l - p)) + (1 - p)1-1p1(1 - p(l - p)) + 
p(l _ p)2 + pr+I(l _ py-1 _ (1 _ p)1+Ipl _ (l _ p)l+r-2p1+r). 

Define 

Notice that g(l + l, r-1)- g(l, r) = f(l + l, r -1)- f(l, r). So f(l + l, r-1) > f(l, r) 

if and only if g(l + l, r - l) > g( l, r ). We therefore prove the latter. Consider 

Assume that g(l + l,r - 1)::; g(l,r). Then 

(1 - p(l - p))((l - p)1pl+I - (1 - p)l-1p1) < pr+1(1 - py-1 - (1- p)1+1p1 -

pr(l _ py-2 + (l - p)l+2pl+1. 

Simple algebraic manipulations gives 
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But this is a contradiction as l 2: r and O < p < 1. 

(c) Define f(l,r) = dp(l)dp(r)/(1-p) . Replacing dp(l) and dp(r) by their closed forms, 

we obtain 

Without loss of generality, let us assume l 2: r; we want to prove that J(l+l,r-1) > 

f(l, r) . Define 

Clearly, f(l + 1,r -1) > f(l,r) if and only if g(l + 1, r -1) > g(l,r) , i.e. ,-

But this is true if and only if 

which is true because l 2: r and O < p < 1. I 

Theorem 5.6 The 2-book with distinguished spine is the most (2-terminal) reliable 2-tree, 

assuming that distinguished nodes are adjacent . 

Proof: Let G be the most (2-terminal) reliable 2-tree and e = { u, v} be the distinguished 

edge of G. We proceed by induction on n , the number of nodes of G. If n = 4 the theorem 

is trivially true. Let n > 4. We prove first that e must be a separator. Assume that e is 

peripheral , vis a 2-leaf, and the two neighbors of v are u, w (see Figure 7 (a)). Then 

s(G, [uv]) = p + p(l - p)s( G - v, [uw]) . 

By the inductive hypothesis G - v is a 2-book and { u , w} is its spine. Therefore G is a 

2-book and by Lemma 5.4 s ( G , [ uv]) < cb( n ). Thus e is not peripheral. 
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If e is exterior, G is a 2-tree like the one depicted in Figure 7 (b). where Lis a 2-tree 

with l nodes , R is a 2-tree with r nodes, l + r = n + 1, l 2: 3, r 2: 3, and u, v, w induce 

a triangle in G. Hence s(G, [uv]) = p + (1 - p)s(L, [uw])s(R, [vw]). But by the inductive 

hypothesis both L ad R are 2-books with spine { u, w} and { v, w }, respecti vely. Thus 

s(G, [uv]) = p + (1 - p)cb(l)cb(r). 

However, Lemma 5.5 (a) states that s(G, [uv]) < cb(n). Thus e must be a separator of G 

( &ee Figure 7 ( c)). So 

s(G, [uv]) = s(L - e, [uv]) + s(L - e, u[v])s(R, [uv]). 

By the inductive hypothesis R must be a 2-book and e is its spine. But we also have that 

s(G, [uv]) = s(R - e, [uv]) + s(R - e, u[v])s(L, [uv]). 

So L is a 2-book with spine e and so is G. I 

u V u 

V 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 7: The distinguished edge is peripheral, exterior, or separator. 

Notice that the proof of Theorem 5.6 establishes that any non-optimal 2-tree network 

can be incrementally improved by recursively turning subgraphs into 2-books. Now we 

characterize the worst 2-trees ,vi th respect to Re/2 ( assuming that dist inguishe<l nodes are 

adjacent). 
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Theorem 5.7 G is a least 2-terminal reliable 2-tree if and only if G is a 2-path and the 

distinguished edge is peripheral ( assuming that distinguished nodes must be adjacent). 

£..m.Qf: Let G be a least reliable 2-tree and e = { u, v} be its distinguished edge. We first 

prove that e must be peripheral and then we prove that G is a 2-path. The other direction 

follows because all 2-paths have the same 2-terminal reliability with respect to the nodes 

of a peripheral edge. We proceed by induction on n, the number of nodes of G . 

When n = 3 the theorem is trivially true. Let n > 3 and s(G, [u]v) be maximum 

over all 2-trees on n nodes and over all edges of G. If e is exterior (see Figure 7(b)) , 

s(G, u[v]) = (1 - p)(s(L, u[w]) + s(L, [uw])s(R, v[w])) (V.45) 

and 

s(G,u[v]) = (1- p)(s(R,v[w]) + s(R,[vw])s(L,u[w]) . 

By the inductive hypothesis , both L and R are 2-paths with distinguished edges { u, w} 

and {v,w}, respectively. Let l = IV(L)I and r = jV(R)I. Equation V.45 becomes 

·s(G, u[v]) = (1 - p)(dp(l) + cp(l )dp(r) ). 

By Lemma 5.5 (b ), l = 2 or r = 2. Thus e is not exterior. If e is a separator, 

s(G, u[v]) = s(L , u[v])s(R, u[v])/(l - p). 

By the inductive hypothesis both L and R are 2-paths such that e is a peripheral edge 

in both. But Lemma 5.5 ( c) states that t he number of nodes of L is 2 or the number of 

nodes of R is 2. Therefore e is not a separator. 

The only alternative left is that e be peripheral. Let e = { u , v }, v be a 2-leaf and 

let the nodes u , v , w induce a triangle in G (see Figure 7 (a)). Clearly 

s(G,u[v]) = (l-p)2 +p(l -p)s(G- v, u[w]) . 
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By the inductive hypothesis_ G - v is a 2-path and { u, w} is peripheral. Therefore G is a 

2-path and e is a peripheral edge. I 

In the next section we characterize best and worst 2-trees with respect to Rel2 when 

the distinguished nodes are not necessarily adjacent. 

Uniformly Optimal 2-trees 

The following observation is useful in proving several lemmata and theorems. 

Observation 5.8 Let L be a graph, {a,b} be an edge in E(L) and x be a node in V(L) 

such that x =/:- a and x =/:- b. Then 

(a) s(L,b[a]) > s(L,b[ax]). 

(b) s(L, [ab])> s(L, [abx]). 

( c) s(L, a[b]) + s(L, [ab])= 1 > s(L, b[ax]) + s(L, a[bx]) + s(L, [abx]). 

The following lemma states that given two non adjacent nodes x, y there is a third 

node z such that the probability that y is connected to z is bigger than the probability 

that y is connected to x. Furthermore, z is a node that lies in the 2-path that connects x 

toy. 

Lemma 5.9 Let G be a graph. Let x and y be two nodes in V( G) and { a, b} be an x-y 

separator. Then s(G, [ay]) > s(G, [xy]) or s(G, [by])> s(G, [xy]) . 

~: Edge { a, b} divides G into two subgraphs L and R that share edge { a, b} and such 

that x E V(L) and y E V(R). By case analysis 

s(G, [xy]) = s(L, b[ax])(s(R - e, b[ay]) + s(R - e, [aby])) + 

s(L, a[bx])(s(R - e, a[by]) + s(R - e, [aby])) + 

s(L, [abx])(s(R - e, b[ay]) + s(R - e, [aby]) + s(R - e, a[by])) .(V .46) 
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We now consider two cases: either s(R - e, b[ay]) > s(R - e, a[by]) or 

s(R - e, b[ay]) < s(R - e, a[by]). Let us assume that 

s(R - e, b[ay]) ~ s(R - e, a[by]). (V.47) 

Then 

s(G, [xy]) < (s(L, b[ax]) + s(L, a[bx]) + s(L, [abx]))(s(R - e, b[ay]) + s(R - e, [aby])) + 
s(L, [abx])s(R - e, a[by]). (V.48) 

By case analysis 

s(G, [ay]) = s(L, a[b])(s(R - e, b[ay]) + s(R - e, [aby])) + 
s(L, [ab])(s(R - e, b[ay]) + s(R - e, [aby]) + s(R - e, a[by])). 

Observation 5.8 applied to the equation above gives 

s( G, [ay]) > ( s(L, b[ax]) + s(L, a[bx]) + s(L, [abx]))( s(R - e, b[ay]) + s(R - e, [aby])) + 
s(L, [abx])s(R - e, a[by]). 

Combining Equation V .48, and the inequality above we obtain 

s( G, [ay]) > s( G, [xy]) . 

The second case, s(R - e, b[ay]) < s(R - e, a[by]), is symmetric to the one just solved. I 

Lemma 5.10 Let n be an integer, n ?:'.: 3. Let G be a 2-tree on n nodes and u, v be two 

nodes in V( G) such that 

max s(H, [xy]). 
Honn node5 

(:r,y)inV(H)xV(H) 

Then { u, v} is an edge in E( G) 
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Proof: The result follows by Lemma 5.9 and induction on the number of edges that 

separate nodes u and v. I 

Theorem 5.11 The most (2-terminal) reliable 2-tree on n nodes is the 2-book with distin

guished spine. 

Proof: Immediate by Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.10. I 

We need a few definitions and lemmata before characterizing the worst 2-tree with 

respect to Rel2 • Let L be a graph and e = {x,y} be an edge in E(L). Let R be a graph 

and { u, v} be an edge in E(R). Let G be the graph obtained by identifying node x with 

node u and node y with node v. We say that (L, R) is a decomposition of G at e and 

that e decomposes G into L and R . A rotation of G at edge e, rot( G, e ), is the graph G' 

obtained from L and R by identifying x with v and y with u. 

Lemma 5.12 Let G be a graph and e = {a,b} be a separator of G. Let (L,R) be a 

decomposition of G at edge e and let y be a node in R (see Figure 8 (a)). Let rot( G, e) 

b~ the graph in Figure 8 (b). Then s(G,a[y]) = s(rot(G,e),u[y]). 

Proof: Nodes a and y are not connected in G if neither a nor b are connected to y in R - e 

or bis connected to y but not to a in R - e and a is not connected to bin L. Thus 

s(G,a[y]) = s(R- e,ab[y]) + s(R- e,a[by])s(L,a[b]). 

Similarly, 

s(rot(G,e),u[y]) = s(R- e,uv[y]) + s(R- e,u[vy])s(L,u[v]). 

Therefore, s(G,a[y]) = s(rot(G,e),u[y]). ~ I 

Lemma 5.13 Let G be the graph in Figure 9 (a). Let IV(L)I = l, IV(R)I = r, l > 2, r > 2, 

and y be a node in V(R). Let G' = rot(G,{a,b}) (see Figure 9 (b)) and s(R,b[y]) > 

s(R, a[y]). Then 

s(G' ,w[y]) > s(G ,c[y]). 
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(a) 

V 

(b) 

R e y 

Figure 8: A rotation at edge e = { a, b }. 

Proof: By Observation 5.l(c) 

1 - p > s(L, a[c]), 

and by Observation 5.l(a) 

s(R, b[y]) > s(R, a[y]) 

if and only if 

s(R, ab[y]) + s(R, b[ay]) > s(R, ab[y]) + s.(R, a[by]) 

if and only if 

s(R, b[ay]) > s(R, a[by]). 
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(V.49) 

(V.50) 

We can formulate the probability that node w is not connected to node y in G' as 

a sum of terms, each corresponding to a connectivity condition between the nodes u, v, 

and y: 

s( G', u:[y]) = s( R, uv[y]) + s(R, v[ uy])( 1 - p) + .s( R , u[ vy])s( L, l{w]) + 

s(R, [uvy])s(~, v[w])(l - p). 

Similarly, 

s(G,c[y]) = s(R,ab[y]) + s(R,b[ay])s(L,a[c]) + s(R,a[by])(l - p) + 
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s(R , [auy])s(L,a[c])(l - p). 

The first and fourth terms of the two sums above a.re identical . Thus , we only need to 

prove that 

s(R, u[vy])s(L, v[w]) + s(R, v[uy])(l - p) > s(R, b[a.y])s(L, a[c]) + s(R, a[by])(l - p) . 

But in subgraph R node vis the same as node b and node u is the same as node a, and in 

L nodes w and v correspond to nodes c and a respectively. Hence we have to prove that 

(s(R, b[ay]) - s(R, a[by]))(l - p) > (s(R, b[ay]) - s(R, a[by]))s(L , a[c]) . 

But this is a consequence of Equation V.49 and Equation V.50. I 

u 

b 

(a) (b) 

Figure 9: A rotation to decrease the 2-terminal reliability of a graph . 

Let G be a 2-tree and v be a 2-leaf that is adjacent to nodes a and b. A 

series-parallel reduction sp( G, v) of G with respect to -v consists of removing v and chang

ing the probability of operation of edge {a , b} to P3 + ( 1 - p3 )p1p2 , where p1 , p2 , and p3 

are the probability of operation of edges {v,a}, {v,b}. and {a ,b} , respectively. 

Observation 5 .14 Let G be a 2-tree with arbitrary edge failure probabilities . Let 1, be 

2-leaf of G and x , y be two nodes in G such that x f:. u and y f:. v. Then 
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We can compute the 2-terminal reliability of a 2-tree with the following reduction 

algorithm. Let G be a 2-tree and x, y be two distinguished nodes . Let P be the 2-path 

induced by x , y and the union of the minimal x-y edge separators. 

For each 2-leaf v such that v # x and v # y do 

G := sp(G,v) 

Compute Rel2( G, x, {y}) 

The resulting graph G is isomorphic to the 2-path P. Notice that the probability 

of operation of some of the remaining edges may have increased. We call the resulting 2-

path the reduction of G with respect to x and y and denote it red( G, x, y ). The following 

observation is useful in the proof of several lemmata. 

Observation 5.15 Let G be a 2-tree network and x, y be two nodes in V( G). There 

exist two 2-leaves v, w in V(G) such that both x and y lie in the path P induced by 

v, w, and the nodes of all minimal v-w separators. Furthermore, P = red( G, v, w) and 

Rel2(G,x,{y}) = Rel2(P,x,{y}). 

Before we characterize the worst 2-tree with respect to Rel2 we need to establish a 

few technical lemmata. Our first goal is to prove that the distinguished nodes of a worst 

2-tree are 2-leaves. We must point out however, that one should not try to prove this 

. by proving that for any given k-tree the worst two nodes are k-leaves, as this is not true 

(we give a counter example later). We cannot even guarantee that for any given 2-tree, 

s( G, [xy]) ~ s( G, [zy]), if x and y are adjacent but z and y are not. For example, let G be 

the network depicted in Figure 10, where L and R are two 2-books and the probability 

of operation of each edge is 0.5. From the closed form expressions for Rel2 on 2-books 

( cf. Lemma 5.2) we know that the probability that there is a path between the end points 

of the spine of a 2-book can be arbitrarily close to 1. It is easy to verify that the the 

probability that x is connected to y is less than the probability that z is connected to y if 

s(L, [za]) and s(L, [ay]) are greater than ~-

In the following lemma we assume that the probability of operation of edges may 

be different . This lemma states that under certain conditions, the probability that two 
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X 

Figure 10: A 2-tree such that s(G,[zy]) > s(G,[xy]). 

distinguished nodes x, y are disconnected can be increased by selecting a 2-leaf v instead 

of x as a distinguished node. 

Lemma 5.16 Let P be a 2-path (see Figure 11). Let v be a 2-leaf of P with neighbors 

a, b. Let x be a node adjacent to nodes a' and b' and let the probability of operation of 

{v,a}, {v,b}, {x,a'}, and {x,b'} be p, p, q, and r, respectively. If q ~ p and r ~ p then 

for all nodes y such that { x, a'} is a v-y separator and { x, b'} is either a v-y separator or 

b' = y, s(G,v[y]) > s(G,x[y]). 

Proof: We prove that s(P, [vy]) < s(P, [xy]) by showing that there is a one-to-one mapping 
H H 

</> between the set A of spanning subgraphs H such that V'""Y and 'Vf x and the set A' 
H' H' 

of spanning subgraphs H' such that xl",Jy and vf x. Besides, we prove that Pp[H] ~ 

PP[</>(H)] and that the mapping </> is not onto. 

Representative elements of the set A of spanning subgraphs are depicted in Fig

ure 12. Notice that edges {x , a'} and {x,b'} are failed in all spanning subgraphs in A. For 

each spanning subgraph JI in A such .that { v, a} is operational we associate a spanning 

subgraph H' in A' such that {v,a} fails but {x,a.'} is operational. If {v,u} is operational 

in H we make {v, b} failed and {x ,b'} operational in ll'. Clearly the mapping is one- to-one 

and for each spanning subgraph JI , Pp[H] ~ PP[H'] (because q 2: p and r 2: p). Notice 

also that that in all the resulting spanning subgraphs H' the edge {a' , b'} is operational. 

Thus, there is at least one spanning subgraph in A' ( one in which edge {a' , b'} is failed) 

that is not cp(H) for any spanning subgraph H in A . I 
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V 

Figure 11: A 2-path. 

~/~ 
v~ v~ 

b X b X 

v.fi 
b X 

(a) (b) (c) 

H H 
Figure 12: Spanning subgraphs such that V"-'Y and vfx. 

The following lemma presents another scenario in which s( G, x[y]) can be increased 

by selecting a 2-leaf v instead of node x. 

Lemma 5.17 Let G be a 2-tree network with more than 3 nodes and such that edges may 

fail with different probability (0 < Pe < 1). Let v be a 2-leaf of G and x, z be its neighbors. 

Then for all nodes y, y f; v, if P{v,z} ~ P{x,z} then s(G, [vy]) < s(G, [xy]). 

Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 5.16, we define a one-to-one function¢ from A, the set of 
H 

spanning subgraphs JI of G such that vf:!_y and vf x, to A', the set of spanning subgraphs 
H' H' 

H' ofG such that X"-'Y and t•fx. Then_. we observe that Pc[H]::; Pc[¢(!!)] for all Hin 

A and that ¢ is not onto. Let x and z be the two nodes adjacent to node via G. For each 

spanning subgraph H in A, edge { v, z} is operational and edge { x , z} is failed. Define 

¢(JI)= H - {v,z} U {x,z}. Then <I> is one-to-one and Pc[II] = Pc[¢(II)]. Notice that 

edge {:r, z} is operational in all the spanning subgraphs in ¢(A). As n > 3 we know that 

there are two edge-disjoint paths connecting x to y in G - v. Thus there is a spanning 
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subgraph H' in A' such that Pa[H'] > 0 and H' ft. ¢(A). I 

In the following lemma we assume again that the probability of operation of edges is 

not necessarily identical. This lemma states, in particular, that if one of the distinguished 

nodes x, y is not a 2-leaf, then s(P, x[y]) is not maximum over all 2-paths on IV(P)I nodes. 

Lemma 5.18 Let P be a 2-path such that v and w are its 2-leaves. Let x be a node in 

V(P) that is not a 2-leaf. Let edge e = {x,z} be a v-w separator that decomposes G into 

two subgraphs L, R and let y be a node in V(R). If the probability of operation of the 

edges incident to the 2-leaf v is less than or equal to the probability of operation of any 

other edge in E(P) then 

s(P,[vy]) < s(P,[xy]) 

or 

s( rot(P, e ), [vy]) < s(P, [xy]). 

Proof: We prove that there is a 2-leaf v of P such that 

s(P, v[y]) > s(P, x[y]) (V.51) 

or 

s( rot(P, e ), v[y]) > s(P, x[y]), (V.52) 

where e ia an edge of E(P) and v is a 2-leaf of P. We consider two cases. If node x is 

adjacent to a 2-leaf v then Equation V.51 holds by Lemma 5.17. 

For the second case, let v and w be the two 2-leaves of P and let x be not adjacent to 

either v or w. As xis not a 2-leaf, it is the end point of an edge separator e = {x, z} that 

decomposes P into two subpaths L and R. Without loss of generality, let us assume that 

node vis in L and node y is R (y may be z , one end point of edge e ). As vis not adjacent 

to x, the number of nodes in Lis greater than three. We consider two possibilities: either 

z is a 2-leaf of L or x is a 2-leaf of L. In the former case node x is either the end point of 
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two edges that are ·v-y separators ( when y :p z) or x is adjacent to y and is the end point 

of one v-y separator (when y = z). By Lemma 5.16, Equation V.51 holds. In the latter 

case we simply rotate P with respect to e. The probability that x is connected to y does 

not change (by Lemma 5.12) but now we can apply Lemma 5.16 to the resulting graph 

and obtain Equation V.52. I 

Corollary 5.19 Let G be a 2-tree. Let x, y be two nodes in V( G) such that x is not a 

2-leaf. There exists a 2-leaf v in V( G) such that 

s( G, [vy]) < s( G, [xy]) 

or 

s(rot( G, e ), [vy]) < s( G, [xy]), 

where e is an edge in E( G) such that x is one of its end points. 

£.r.QQ!: Suppose that x is not a 2-leaf. By Observation 5.15 we can always find two 2-

leaves v, w of G such that the 2-path P = red( G, v, w) includes nodes x and y, and 

s(G,x[y]) = s(P, x[y]) . Notice also that Pe~ PJ for all peripheral edges e and all non

peripheral edges fin E(P). The corollary follows by Lemma 5.18. I 

Corollary 5.20 Let G be a 2-tree and x, y be two nodes in V(G) such that 

s(G,x[y]) = 

Then both x and y are 2-leaves of G. 

max s(H, u[v]). 
Honn nodes 

(u,v)EV(H)xV(H) 

Proof: Immediate, by applying Corollary 5.19 twice. I 

Notice that Corollary 5.20 does not state that for any given 2-tree G the two nodes 

x, y that maximize s(G,u[v]) over all pairs of nodes in V(G) x V(G) must be 2-leaves. 

Figure 13 depicts the general structure of a 2 tree in which the probability that any two 

2-leaves are disconnected is smaller than the probability s( G, x[y]) that node x and node 
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y are disconnected . The number of nodes in the 2-book with spine { a, b} and in the 

2-book with spine { a, c} has to be sufficiently large and the probability of operation of 

each edge has to be sufficiently small. However, if we rotate G a.t edge { a, x} we obtain 

s(rot(G, {a,x}),z[y]) > s(G,x[y]). 

z y 

X 

Figure 13: A 2-tree G such that s( G, x[y]) > s( G, z[y]). 

\Ve now know that the distinguished nodes of a worst 2-tree are 2-leaves. This is a 

necessary condition but it is not sufficient. The following two technical results allow us to 

identify the worst 2-trees. 

Lemma 5.21 Let G be a 2-tree network, { a, b} be an edge in E( G), and y be a node in 

V ( G) such that 

s(G , ab[y])= max s(JJ,cd[w]). 
H 011 n nodes 
{c,d}eE(H) 

weV(H) 

Then { a, b} is a peripheral edge of G and y is a 2-leaf of G. 

Proof: \Ve first prove, by contradiction, that e = { a, b} is a peripheral edge. Assume that 

e is exterior. Figure 14 (a) depicts the general structure of G. Notice that 

s(G,ab[y]) = s(R,tb[y]) + s(R,b[cy])s(L,a[c]). 

As e is not peripheral, the number of nodes in L, is greater than 2. If we rotate G with 

respect to e we obtain ( see Figure 14 ( b)) 

s(rot.(G,e),uv[y]) = s(R,wv[y]) + s(R,v[wy])(l - p) . 
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But as the number of nodes in L is greater than 2, s(L, a[c]) < 1 - p. Therefore, 

s(G,ab[y]) < s(rot(G,e),uv[y]) and {a,b} is not peripheral. 

Let us assume that e = { a, b} is a separator that decomposes G into two subgraphs 

L and R such that IV(L)I = l > 2, IV(L)I = l > 2, and y E V(R). Let x be a 2-leaf of G 

that lies in L and such that its two neighbors are u and v. Without loss of generality, let 

u -=fa b. Then 

s(G,xu[y]) ~ s(R,ab[y]) + s(R,a[by])(s(L - e,xu[b]). 

But the first term on the right hand side of the inequality above is s( G, ab[y]) and the 

second term is positive. Thus e is not a separator; it must therefore be peripheral. 

Now we prove that node y is a 2-leaf. Assume that y is not a 2-leaf and let e = { a, b} 

be a peripheral edge, a be a 2-leaf, and a, b, c induce a triangle in G. If y = c then 

s(G,ab[y]) = (1- p)21 , for some value 1 , 0 < 1 < 1 (because edges {b,y} and {a,y} must 

fail). But for any other 2-leaf v, s(G,ab[v]) = (1 - p)2 +€,for some value E, 0 < E < 1 

(because two failed edges suffice to disconnect v from both a and b). So let us suppose 

y -=fa c. It is easy to verify that if we collapse nodes a and b into node b, increase the 

probability of operation of the edge {b, c} top+ (1 - p)p, and call the resulting graph G', 

we obtain 

s( G, ab[y]) = s( G', b[y]). 

Also, as y -=fa, y is not a 2-leaf of G'. Strictly speaking we cannot use Corollary 5.19 with 

the graph G' because one edge, { c, b }, has probability of operation different from the other 

edges. However, by Observation 5.15, we can find two 2-leaves v, w of G' such that the 

2-path P = red( G', v, w) includes nodes y and b, and S( G', y[b]) = s(P, y[b]). Then we we 

use Lemma 5.18 to conclude the proof. I 

Lemma 5.22 Let G be a 2-tree network. Let { a, b} be and edge in E( G) and y be a 

node in V(G) such that f(G,{a,b},y) = s(G,a[y]) + s(G,b[y]) is a maximum value of 

f(H,{c,d},w) = s(H,c[w]) + s(H,d[w]) over all 2-trees Honn nodes, all edges {c, d} in 

E(H), and al nodes win V(H). Then {a,b} is peripheral and y is a 2-leaf. 
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(a) 

w 

(b) 

Figure 14: Maximizing s( G, cd[w]) with a rotation . 
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Proof: Clearly, y -::f. a and y -::/- b. We first prove that edge { a, b} is peripheral. Assume 

{ a, b} is a separator. The general structure of graph G is presented in Figure 15 ( a) . 

Notice that { a, b} is a c-y separator. Thus, by Lemma 5.9 

s( G, c[y]) > s( G, a[y]) 

or 

s( G, c[y]) > s( G, b[y]). 

In the former case we choose edge { c, b} and obtain 

s(G,c[y]) + s(G,b[y]) > s(G,a[y]) + s(G,b[y]) . 

In the latter case we choose edge { c, a} and obtain 

s(G,c[y]) + s(.G,a[y]) > s(G,a[y]) + s(G , b[y]). 

Thus { a, b} is not a separator. 

Let us assume that {a,b} is exterior. Let c be a node in G such that a , b, c induce a 

triangle in G (see Figure 15 (b)) . As edge {a , b} is not peripheral , edge {a , c} is a separator 

in G . Now we consider two cases , either 

s(G , c[y]) 2: s(G , b[y]) (V.53) 
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or 

s(G ,c[y]) < s(G,b[y]). (V.54) 

If Equation V .53 is true we can choose edge { a, c} and obtain 

J(G , {a,c} , y) ~ f(G ,{a , c},y) 

and as edge { a, c} is a separator we apply the theorem recursively and increment the value 

off. 

Let Equation V.54 be true. Let L' be the subgraph LU {a , b} U {b,c}. Then 

s(G ,c[y]) = s(R,bc[y]) + s(R,c[by])s(L'~c[b]) (V.55) 

and 

s( G, b[y]) = s(R, bc[y]) + s(R, b[cy])s(L' , b[c]) . (V.56) 

Combining Equation V.54, Equation V.55, and Equation V.56 we obtain 

s(R, c[by]) < s(R, b[cy]) . 

But by Lemma 5.13 edge {a,b} does not maximize f . The value off can be incremented 

by rotating G at edge { b, c} and selecting a edge { a, c} . Therefore the maximum value of 

f is achieved at a peripheral edge. 

Now we prove that y must be a 2-l~af. Let { a, b} and y be the peripheral edge and 

the node that maximize f. Assume a is a 2-leaf. If y is not a 2-leaf there is a 2-leaf y' 

such that y is one end point of an edge e that is an a-y' separator. But then we can apply 

Lemma 5.18 to red( G , a, y') to finish the proof. I 

We now characterize the least reliable 2-trees with respect to Rel2 . 
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Theorem 5.23 

a 

(b) 

Figure 15: Maximizing f(G,{a,b},y). 
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b 

(a) Let s(G,x[y]) be the maximum value of s(H,u[v]) over all 2-trees Honn nodes and 

all pairs of nodes u, v in V(H). Then G is the 2-line and x, y are 2-leaves of G . 

(b) Let s( G, ab[y]) be the maximum value of s(H, uv[z]) over all 2-trees H on n nodes, 

all edges { u, v} in E(H), and all nodes win V(H). Then G is the 2-line, { a, b} is a 

head of G, and y is a 2-leaf different from a and from b. 

(c) Let s(G,a[y]) + s(G,b[y]) be the maximum value of s(H, u[w]) + s(H,v[w]) over all 

2-trees H on n nodes, all edges { u, v} in E(H), and all nodes w _in V(H). Then G 

is the 2-line, { a, b} is a head of G, and y is a 2-leaf different from a and from b. 

Proof: \Ve prove the theorem by induction on th~ number of nodes of the 2-tree G. vVhen 

n = 3 the theorem is trivially true. Let us assume that the theorem is true for 2-trees on 

n nodes, n ?: 3. 

( a) Let G be a 2-tree on n nodes such that s(G,.r[y]) is maximum. By Corollary 5.20 

both x and y are 2-leaves of G. We need to prove that G is a 2-line. Let { a , b} be the 
,. H 

attachment of node x in G. Subgraphs JI in which x~y meet one of the following 
H HH HH H H H 

four conditions: xfa and xf b, x-a and xfb, xfa and X"'-'b, or X"'-'a and X"'-'b. 

Let R be the subgraph G - x. Then 

s(G,x[y]) = (1- p)2 + p(l - p)s(R ,b[y]) + p(l - p)s(R,a[y]) + p2s(R,ab[y]). 
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By the inductive hypothesis R is a 2-line, { a, b} is a head of R, and y is a 2-leaf of 

R. Thus G is a 2-line and both x and y are 2-leaves of G. 

(b) Let us assume now that s(G,ab[y]) is maximum. By Lemma 5.21 we know that edge 

{ a, b} is peripheral and y is a 2-leaf, y =/= a, y =/= b. Without loss of generality, let us 

assume that a is a 2-leaf and let edge {b, c} be its attachment i~ G. Let R be the 

subgraph G - a. Then 

s(G,ab[y]) = s(R,bc[y]) + s(R,b[cy])(l - p) 

= (1 - p)(s(R,bc[y]) + s(R,b[cy])) + s(R,bc[y])p 

= (1 - p)s(R, b[y]) + s(R, bc[y])p. 

Thus, by the inductive hypothesis (part ( a) and (b)) we are done. 

(c) Now let us assume that s(G,a[y]) + s(G,b[y]) is maximum. By Lemma 5.22 edge 

{ a, b} is peripheral and node y is a 2-leaf. Without loss of generality, let a be a 2-leaf 

and {b, c} be its attachment in G. Let R be the subgraph G - a. Then 

s(G,a[y]) + s(G,b[y]) = (1- p)2 + p(l - p)s(R,b[y]) + p(l - p)s(R,c[y]) + 

p2s(R,bc[y]) + (1- p2 )s(R,b[cy]) + s(R,bc[y]). 

Simple algebraic manipulation gives 

s(G,a[y]) + s(G,b[y]) = (1 - p)2 + p(l - p)(s(R,b[y]) + s(R,c[y])) + 

(1 - p2 )s(R, b[cy]) + s(R, bc[y]) + p2 s(R, bc[y]) + 
p2 s(R, bc[y]) 

= (1- p)2 + p(s(R,b[y]) + s(R,c[y])) + 
(1 - p2)s(R, b[y]) + 2p2 s(R, bc[y]). 
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Thus, by the inductive hypothesis (part (a), (b), and (c)) Risa 2-line, bis a 2-leaf, 

y is a 2-leaf, and edge {b,c} is a heaf of R. Therefore G is a 2-line, y is a 2-leaf in 

G, and {a, b} is a head of G. 

I 

Uniformly Optimal 2-paths 

The study of reliability aspects of 2-paths is important in understanding and solving 

reliability problems for 2-trees. In the previous section we used results about 2-paths to 

solve problems on 2-tree networks ( e.g., Corollary 5.19). We are also interested in studying 

reliability aspects of 2-paths because they have been proved to be optimal with respect 

to other reliability measures. For example, any 2-path is a best 2-tree with respect to 

all-terminal reliability [50] and a 2-path is optimal with respect to Res when p is close to 

1 (21]. 

In the previous section we identified the best and worst 2-trees with respect to Rel2 • 

As the worst 2-tree is the 2-line in which the identified nodes are its two 2-leaves, that 

is also the worst 2-path. The best 2-tree is not a 2-path but a 2-book. The following 

theorem characterizes the best 2-path. 

Theorem 5.24 A 2-path P is a most 2-terrninal reliable 2-path if and only if the distin

guished nodes x, y induce a separator in P and edge { x, y} separates G into two subgraphs 

Land R such that IIV(L)I - IV(R)II ::; 1. 

Proof: Let P be a most reliable 2-path on n nodes ( n 2:: 4) and let its distinguished nodes 

be x, y. By Lemma 5.10, {x, y} is an edge in P. By Theorem 5.7, the distinguished edge 

is not peripheral. Thus {x, y} is either a separator or exterior. 

Let us assume that { x, y} is exterior. Let x, y, z induce a triangle in P. As { x, y} 

is not peripheral, edge { x, z} is a peripheral edge of a 2-path L that has l nodes (l > 2). 

Similarly, {y, z} is a peripheral edge of a 2-path R that has r nodes (r > 2). Let us express 

I 
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s( G, x[y]) in terms of functions on L and R. It is easy to verify that 

s(G,x[y]) = (1- p)(s(L,x[z]) + s(L,[xz])s(R,y[z])). 

Let us consider the separator { x, z}. Clearly, 

s(G,x[z]) = s(L,x[z])((l - p) + s(R,y[z])p). 

By our assumption 

(1 - p )s(L, [xz])s(R, y[z]) ~ s(L, x[z])s(R, y[z]p ). 

Using the closed forms in Lemma 5.3, this becomes 

Without loss of generality, let us assume that r ~ l. Then 

But l > 2. So (1 - p2 )1- 2 < 1. Furthermore, as r ~ l, we get p(l - p2 y-1 + 1 - p ~ 1. 

This leads to a contradiction. Therefore, { x, y} is a separator. The theorem follows by 

Lemma 5.5 ( c) . I 

Uniformly Optimal 2-caterpillars 

The class of 2-caterpillars properly, contains the class of 2 paths and is properly 

contained in the class of 2-trees. The identification of best and worst 2-caterpillars with 

respect to Rel2 is trivial as all the extremal 2-trees studied in the first section of this 

chapter are 2-caterpillars . 

Theorem 5.25 
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( a) If distinguished nodes must be adjacent, a 2-caterpillar G is best with respect to 

Rel2 if and only if G is a 2-book and the distinguished nodes induce the spine of G . 

(b) If distinguished nodes must be adjacent, a 2-caterpillar G is worst with respect to 

Re/2 if and only if G is a 2-path and the distinguished nodes induce a peripheral 

edge of G. 

( c) A 2-caterpillar G is best with respect to Rel2 if and only if G is a 2-book and the 

distinguished nodes induce the spine of G. 

( d) A 2-caterpillar G is worst with respect to Rel2 if and only if G is a 2-line and the 

distinguished nodes are its two 2-leaves. 

Proof: Immediate by Theorem 5.6, Theorem 5.7, Theorem 5.11, and Theorem 5.23. I 

Alternative Optimality Criteria 

In the preceding sections we characterized uniformly optimal graphs by identifying 

triples ( G, x, y) such that 

Rel2(G,x,y) = max max Rel2(H,u,v), 
HECn ( u ,t1 ) In 

V(H)x V(H) 

where Cn is the set of 2-trees, 2-paths, or 2-caterpillars on n nodes and O < p < 1. We 

found that 2- books are the best 2-trees with respect to this criterion. However, this result 

says nothing about the 2-terminal reliability of a 2-book with respect to other pairs of 

nodes. An average measure of the 2-terminal reliability of a graph seems a better indicator 

of the suitability of a network with respect to Rel2 • However, Clark et al. [21] proved 

that there are no uniformly optimal 2-trees with respect to Res. In this section we define 

an optimality criterion reflecting the "weakest link" consideration of 2-terminal reliability, 

namely, we will identify the graph G such that 

min Rel2( G, x, y) = 
( z ,y) in 

V( G ) xV( G) 

max min Rel2(H, u,v) , 
HECn ( u ,t1 ) in 

(V.57) 
V( H ) xV( H ) 

I 

I 

I 
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where Cn is the set of 2-trees , 2-paths , or 2-caterpillars on n nodes and O < p < l. 

The following three lemmata state technical results needed to identify the best 2-

trees , i.e. , the 2-trees that satisfy Equation V.57. We call a pair of nodes of a graph a 

worst pair if the probability that they are connected is not better than the probability 

that any other pair of nodes of the graph are connected. The next lemma identifies the 

worst pair of nodes of a 2-book. 

Lemma 5.26 Let G be a 2-book on n nodes (n > 3). Rel2(G,x,y) is minimum over all 

pairs of nodes in V( G) x V ( G) if and only if x and y are 2-leaves. 

£mof: A pair of nodes in V(G) x V(G) either induces the spine of G, induces a peripheral 

edge, or consists of 2-leaves of G . Obviously, if Rel2(G , x , y ) is minimum, x and y do not 

induce the spine of G. We therefore need to compare only Rel2(G , a,b) and Rel2(G,c,d), 

where a, b induce a peripheral edge of G and c, d are 2-leaves. Let b, f be the end points 

of the spine of G. Then 

Rel2(G, a , b) = p+ p(l- p)Rel2(G- a,b,f). 

Now, consider the 2-leaves c, d. Both c and dare adjacent to nodes band f . If edge {c, b} 

is operational then the probability that c or b are connected to d is less than one ( there 

is at least one non-favorable subgraph, one in which only edge { c, b} is operational) . If 

edge { c, b} is failed then edge { c, J} must be operational and f must be connected to din 

G - c for c and d to be connected in G. Thus , 

Rel2(G , c, d) = rt+ p(l - p)Rel2(G - c, b, f) , 

where ; < 1. Simple algebraic manipulation of the two equations above suffice to prove 

that Rel2(G , a,b) > Rel2(G, c,d) . I 

Lemma 5.27 Let G be a 2-book on n nodes (n > 3) such that x , y are 2-leaves of G. Let 

H be a 2-tree on n nodes such that H is not a 2-book and u , v are 2-leaves of H that have 

the same attachment. Then R el2(G , x , y ) > R el2(H ,u,v) . 
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Proof: Consider the 2-book G. Let { a, b} be the spine of G and B be the 2-book G- { x, y }. 

Then 

Now consider the 2-tree H. Let A be the subgraph H - { u, v} and let { w, z} be the 

attachment of u and v. Then 

As H is not a 2-book, A is not a 2-book or it is a 2-book but edge { w, z} is not its spine. 

However, Bis a 2-book and {a,b} is its spine. Thus Rel2(B,a,b) > Rel2(A,w,z) and 

therefore, Rel2(G,x , y) > Rel2(H,u,v). I 

Lemma 5.28 Let G be a 2-tree on n nodes ( n > 3). Let x and y be two different 2-leaves 

of G such that edge { u, v} is the attachment of x and edge { w, z} is the attachment of 

y . Let Rel2(G- {x,y},u,v) 2:: Rel2(G- {x,y},w,z). Let H be the 2-tree obtained by 

replacing edges {y, z }, {y, w} with edges {y, u }, {y, v }. Then 

Re[z(H, x, y) ~ Rel2( G, x, y) 

£r.Q.Qf: Let A be the graph G-{x,y}. We can express the 2-terminal reliabili ty of H with 

respect to x and y in terms of the 2-terminal reliability of A with respect to nodes u, v as 

follows: 

(V.58) 

The lemma is trivially true if edge { u, v} is the same as edge { w, z }. Let us assume 

that they are different. We consider two cases. First let us assume that edges { u, v} 

and { w , z} share one node, say, v = z. Then the subgraphs of G in which x and y are 

connected correspond to one of the following cases: subgraphs in which both edge { x , v} 

1 
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and edge {y·, v} are operational, subgraphs in which both edge { x, u} and edge {y, w} are 

operational but edge {x, v} and edge {y, v} are not both operational, subgraphs in which 

edge {x,v} and edge {y,w} are operational but both {x,u} and {y,v} are failed, and 

subgraphs in which edge {x,u} and edge {y,v} are operational but both {x,v} and {y,w} 

are failed. Thus 

Rel2(G,x,y) = 
p2 + p2 (1 - p2), + p2(1- p)2 Rel2(A,v,w) + p2(1 - p)2 Rel2(A,u,v), (V.59) 

where,< 1. As Rel2(A,u,v) ~ Rel2(A , v,w), Equation V.58 and Equation V.59 give 

Rel2(H,x,y) > Rel2(G,x,y). 

If edges { u, v} and { w, z} do not share any node then we proceed as in the first case 

to express Rel2(G,x,y) as 

Rel2(G,x,y)= 

p2, 1 + p2 (1 - p2
),2 + p2(1 - p)2 Rel2s(A, v, w) + p2(1 - p)2 Rel2(A, u, v),(V.60) 

where , 1 < 1 and , 2 < 1. Combining Equation V .58 and Equation V .60 we ·obtain 

Rel2(H,x,y) > Rel2(G,x,y). I 

Theorem 5.29 The 2-book is the best 2-tree on n nodes. 

Proof: By Lemma 5.26, x and y are 2-leaves of G. Let H be a 2-tree on n nodes such that 

H is not a 2-book. Then n > 3 and H has at least two 2-leaves w, z. By Lemma 5.27 and 

Lemma 5.28, Rel2(G,x,y) > Rel2(H,w,z), and, of course, the probability that wand z 

are connected in H is not less than the probability that a pair of worst nodes of H are 

connected. I 

Corollary 5.30 The 2-book is the best 2-caterpillar on n nodes. 

We now characterize the best 2-paths, i.e. the 2-paths that satisfy Equation V.57. 

First we prove that the worst two nodes of a 2-path are its two 2-leaves. Then we prove that 
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we can improve the probability that two 2-leaves are connected in a 2-path by performing 

rotations until the 2-path becomes a 2-fan. 

Lemma 5.31 Let G be a 2-path. Let x and z be two distinct 2-leaves of G and v be a 

node adjacent to x. Then 

f.r,QQ{: We first prove that Rel2( G, x, v) ~ Rel2( G, z, x ). Let edge { v, w} be the attachment 

of node x. As edge {v,w} is a z-x separator, Lemma 5.9 gives 

or 

But by Lemma 5.3, Rel2(G,x,v) = Rel2(G,x,w). 

Now we prove that Rel2(G,x,v) ~ Rel2(G,z,x) by induction on n, the number of 

nodes of G. When n = 4, Rel2(G,x,v) = Rel2(G,z,v). Let n > 4 and let {a,b} be t~e 

attachment of z in G and { v, w} be the attachment of x in G. Without loss of generality, 

let us assume that a is a 2-leaf of G - z and v -f; a. Then 

Rel2(G,z,v) = 'fYY + p(l - p)Rel2(G- z,a,v), (V.61) 

where; ~ 1 (; = 1 when v = b, otherwise; < 1). Similarly, 

Rel2(G,x,v) = p+ p(l - p)Rel2(G- x,v,w). (V.62) 

As edge {v,w} is peripheral in G- x, and edge {x,v} is peripheral in G- z , 

(V.63) 

I 

I 
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Combining Equation V .62 and Equation V .63, 

Rel2(G,x ,v) = p+ p(l - p)Rel2(G- z,x,v). (V.64) 

We know that a is a 2-leaf of G - z and {x, v} is a peripheral edge of G - z. By the 

inductive hypothesis 

(V.65) 

Combining Equations V.61, V.64, and V.65 we obtain Rel2(G,x,v) ~ Rel2(G, z,v) . I 

Lemma 5.32 The worst pair of nodes of a 2-path is a pair of 2-leaves. 

Proof: Let G be a 2-path on n nodes ( n > 3) and let x, y be a pair of worst nodes in V ( G) 

such that x is not a 2-leaf. Let e = { x, v} be an edge that decomposes G into 2-paths L 

and R such that y is a node in V(R) and z is a 2-leaf of Gin V(L), z :/; v, IV(L)I ~ 3, 

and IV(R)I ~ 3. We want to prove that s(G, [xy]) > s(G, [zy]). Clearly, this is true if and 

only if s(G,z[xy]) > s(G,x[yz]). But, by analysis of cases, it is easy to verify that 

s( G~ z[xy]) > s(L, z[xv])( s(R - e, x[vy]) + s(R - e, [xvy]) + s(R - e, v[xy])), 

where s(R - e, [xvy]) > 0. Also, 

s(G,x[yz]) = s(L,x[vz])s(R- e,x[vy]) 

Thus we only need to prove that s(L, z[xv]) ~ s(L, x[vz]). But this is true if and only 

if s(L, [xv]) ~ s(L, [zv]) (add s(L, [xvz]) io both sides of the inequality). Edge {x; v} is 

peripheral in L and node z is a 2-leaf of L, z :/; v, z :/; x. By Lemma 5.31, s(L , z[xv]) ~ 

s(L,x[vz]). I 

We now prove that 2-fans are the best 2-paths. We follow the approach employed 

by Clark et al. in [21]. A general graph contains a 2-line on six nodes if there exists a 

subset of six nodes that induces a 2-line in G (see Figure 16). The following observation 
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is useful in the proof of Theorem 5.34. 

Observation 5.33 Let G be the general graph depicted in Figure 16, where L' is the sub

graph G - V(R) , R' is the subgraph G - V(L ). Let L" be the subgraph L' with edge 

{ c, d} removed and R" be the subgraph R' with edge { c, d} removed. 

(a) For all nodes x in V(L), yin V(R), 

s( L", d[xc]) > s( L", c[xd]), 

and 

s(R", c[yd]) > s(L", d[yc]). 

(b) A graph is a 2-fan if and only if it does not contain a 2-line on six nodes. 

C 

d 

Figure 16: A graph that contains a 2-line. 

Theorem 5.34 The 2-fan on n nodes is the best 2-path on n nodes. 

lli.Qf: Let G be a best 2-path on n nodes ( n > 3). Thus G satisfies Equation V.57 and, 

by Lemma 5.32 the worst two nodes x, y are 2-leaves. If G is not a. 2-fan, 11 2:: 6 and, by 

Observation 5.33, G contains a 2-line. Let G be the graph in Figure 16, where L, R , L' , 

L", R', and R" are defined. as in Observation 5.33. Let x be a 2-leaf of C,' in F( L) and y be 

a 2-leaf of Gin V(R) . Let e be the edge e = { c, d} and er be the rotation er = rot( G, e ). 

It suffices to prove that O < Rel 2 (Gr ,x,y) - Rel2 (G ,x, y ). Consider a partial graph Hof 

I 
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er in which x and y are connect ed. Nodes c and d are connected in H if and only if c 

and d are also connected in rot(H, e ), a partial graph of G. So we have to consider only 

partial graphs in which c is not connected to d. It is easy to verify that 

Rel2(Gr , x,y) - Rel2(G,x,y) = s(L" , d[xc])s(R",c[yd]) + s(L",c[xd])s(R" , d[yc]) -

s(L" , d[xc])s(R", d[yc]) - s(L", c[xd])s(R" , c[yd]) 

= (s(L" , d[xc]) - s(L",c[xd]))(s(R",c[yd]) - s(R",d[yc])) 

By Observation 5.33, both factors above are positive. I 

Summary and Final Remarks 

In this chapter we defined three optimality criteria and identified the extremal 2-

trees , 2-paths, and 2-caterpillars according to those criteria. Given a class Cn of graphs, 

where Cn denotes the class of 2-trees, 2-paths, or 2-caterpillars on n nodes, we defined a 

best graph of the class Cn as a graph G such that GE Cn and for some pair of nodes x, y, 

and for all p, 0 < p < 1, 

Rel2(G,x ;y) = max max Rel2(H,u , v). 
HECn ( u,v) in 

(V.66) 
V ( H ) xV(H ) 

A graph G E Cn is a worst graph of the class Cn if for some pair of ~odes x, y, and for all 

p, 0 < p < 1, 

Rel2(G,x , y) = min min Rel2(H , u, v) . 
HECn ( u,v) i n 

(V.67) 
V( H ) xV( H ) 

Finally, we redefined the notion of best graph. A graph G E Cn is a best graph of the class 

Cn if for its worst pair of nodes x , y , and for all p , 0 < p < 1, 

Rel2(G, x , y) = max min Rel2(H , u,v). 
HECn ( u,v) in 

(V.68) 
V( H ) x V( H ) 
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A fourth alternative, used by Clark et al. [21], is to define a best graph in Cn as a graph 

G E Cn such that for all p, 0 < p < 1, 

Rel2(G) = max Res(H) . 
HECn 

(V.69) 

We can summarize the results given in this chapter usign a table with graphical 

representations of the optimal graphs. Figure 17 illustrates our graphical representations. 

The graph in Figure 17(a) represents an arbitrary 2-path, the graph in Figure 17(b) repre

sents a 2-fan, the graph in Figure 17(c) represents a 2-book, and the graph in Figure 17(d) 

represents a 2-line. Distinguished nodes will be depicted as black nodes . 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 17: Graphical representation of some graphs. 

Table 7 summarizes our results with respect to Equation V .66 and V .67. The first 

column of Table 7 presents the best and worst 2-paths and 2-trees with the restriction that 

the two distinguished nodes x and y be adjacent. The second column of Table 7 presents 

the uniformly optimal ( and worst) 2-paths and 2-trees. The best and worst 2-trees are 

also 2-caterpillars. Thus Table 7 implicitly characterizes the best and worst 2-caterpillars 

as well. 

The best 2-trees and the best 2-paths according to Equation V.68 are the 2-book 

(which is a 2-ca terpillar) and the 2-fan , respectively. The worst pair of nodes is, in both 

cases , any pair of 2-leaves. 

Clark et al. [21] proved that there are no uniformly optimal 2-trees under the 

"average" criterion (Equation V.69). \Vhen pis close to zero the best 2-tree is the 2-book 

and any 2-path is a worst 2-tree. However, when p is close to 1 the roles are inverted . 

I 
'-.,I 

I 
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Table 7: Dest and Worst 2-paths an<l 2-trees ,vith Respect to Rcl2 

Adjacent x, y Anv pair x, v 

Best ¢ ¢ 
2-paths 

Worst tJZf1 -4Zl2P-

Best ~ ~ 
2-trees 

Worst tJZf1 -4Zl2P-

For 2-paths , Clark et al. proved that the best 2-path is the 2-fan and the worst 2-path is 

the 2-line. Table 8 summarizes our results and the results in [21, 50]. In the first column 

we specify the criterion used to select the extremal graphs. The leftmost maximum or 

minimum of the criterion is taken over all 2-trees or 2-paths on n nodes . The remaining 

maximum or minimum (if any) is taken over all pairs of nodes iu· the graph. 

\Vith this information we can do some comparative analysis. Let us consider 2-paths 

first . If we use Equation V .66 alone, we could say that any 2-path on n uo<lcs is equally 

reliable with respect to Rel2 • Il ut this is unrealistic as it is Lased only on the fact that 

the 2-terminal reliability of tl1e best pair of nodes of any path (the nodes "in the middle") 

is the same. It is more realistic to consider the 2-fan as the best 2-pa.th with respect 

to Rc/2 . No ouly is the 2-fan the best 2-path "on the average" (using Equation V.69), 

but also it is the Lest using Equation V .G8 and as good as any other 2- path if we use 

Equation V .GG. Similarly, \Ve can claim that, overall , the 2-line is the worst 2-path with 

respect to Rd2 . It is the worst 2-path if we use Equation V .Gi and it is the worst 2-path 

if we use Equation \' .G9. 

As there are no uniformly optimal 2-trees witl1 respect to rc::;ilience, there is no 

overall be~t 2-t ree with respect t.o R el2 • A 2- book is the best 2-trec \\· i th respect to 
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Equations V.66, V.68, and (if p is close to zero) V.69. When pis close to oue , a 2-book 

still has the best pair of nodes over all 2-trees (the end points of the spine) and its worst 

pair of nodes ( any pair of 2-leaves) is better than the worst par of nodes of any other 

2-tree. However , when p is close to one, the 2-book is the worst 2-tree on the average 

(using Equation V.69). 

Table 8: Best and Worst 2-paths and 2-trees with Respect to Several Reliability Measures 

Criterion 2-trees 2-paths 

maxmaxRel2 ~ ~ 
max min Rel 2 ~ ~ 

max Res 
~->0 ~->1 ~ 

minminRel2 -420> -420> 

min Res 
~->0 ~p->1 ~ 

max RelA [5lzt5J [5lzt5J 

In this chapter we also identified local graph operations that can be used to solve 

other reliability problems related to Rd2 • For example, given a 2-path, we know which 
.. 

are the best and worst pair of nodes ( a pair of adjacent nodes "in the middle" and the 

t\vo 2-leaves , respectively). Furthermore, given a pair of distinguisheJ nodes x , y in a 

2-path P , there is a sequence of nodes that are end points of edges that separate x and y 

such that for any pair u , v in the sequence, Rcl2(P, x, y) < Rel2 ( P, u, 1• ). \Ve can therefore 

improve the 2-terminal reliability of P , incrementally, by selecting pairs of nodes in the 

I 

\ I 

I 
I 

I 
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sequence, until we end up with two adjacent nodes. At this point we may still improve 

the 2-terminal reliability of P by selecting pairs of adjacent nodes that are located closer 

to the "middle" of P, until P is marked as in Figure 17(a). If we are not allowed to 

select other pairs of nodes but to perform rotations only, we can still improve Rel2(x, y), 

incrementally, by doing rotations in the 2-path P' induced by x , y and all nodes in minimal · 

x-y separators, until P' becomes a 2-fan. There are also graph operations that can be 

used to improve the 2-terminal reliability of a 2-tree .. We can, for instance, select a pair 

of adjacent nodes x , y and successively perform graph transformations that turn certain 

subgraphs into 2-books. The 2-terminal reliability, with respect to x, y, of each of the 

graphs so obtained, increases , until x, y become the end points of the spine of a book ( cf. 

Theorem 5.6) . 

It is noteworthy that the results presented in this chapter also characterize the 

best and worst 2-trees , 2-paths and 2-caterpillars with respect to the following counting 

problem. Suppose that J( G, s, t) denotes the number of partial graphs of Gin which nodes 

s and t are connected. Then, as all 2-trees on n nodes have 2n - 3 edges, the 2-terminal 

reliability of G with respect to sand tis 0.52n-3 f( G, st), when p = 0.5. Thus J is maximal 

over all graphs on n nodes and all pairs of nodes when Rel2 is maximal and p = 0.5. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this research we have investigated reliability aspects of partial k-trees. We limited 

our research to two main areas of combinatorics of network reliability, namely, the design of 

efficient algorithms to compute reliability measures and the characterization of uniformly 

optimal networks with respect to a reliability measure. 

In Chapter III we considered undirected partial k-tree networks with both node 

and edge failures. We employed the reduction algorithm by Arnborg and Proskurowski 

to solve, in linear time, important reliability problems that are #P-complete for general 

networks. We assumed that an embedding of the partial k-tree in a k-tree is known and 

that the value of k is fixed; otherwise, our algorithms run in 0( n) time if k ~ 3, and in 

O(nk+2 ) if k > 3 1 • We presented linear time algorithms for Relz, Resz, and Res . Res 

is a particularly hard problem. To our knowledge, it had been solved in polynomial time 

only when the network is a partial 2-tree and either nodes or edges fail. Our reduction 

algorithm for Res is useful not only because it computes the resilience of a partial k-tree 

network efficiently, but also because it is the basis for the linear time algorithms for Resv 

and Resz and for polynomial time solutions for network broadcasting facility problems 

(NBFLz). We believe that other reliability problems on partial k-tree networks can be 

solved following our approach for Res and Re[z. 

The availability of efficient algorithms for reliability problems restricted to partial 

k-tree networks may have important cons;quences in the design of efficient approximation 

algorithms for general networks. Edge-packing by partial 2-trees or partial 3-trees is an 

1 Even though there exist 0( n) embedding algorithms for higher values of k, they are 
not known explicitly. They can be obtained, for instance, once once the set of minimal 
forbidden minors for partial k-trees is known. 

I 

I 
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interesting research topic that may lead to better, efficiently computable, lower bounds 

for some reliability problems on general networks. 

Chapter IV presents our algorithms for the directed counterparts of the problems 

solved in Chapter III. Directed network reliability problems seem more difficult than 

their directed counterparts. We first assumed that nodes do not fail and gave linear time 

algorithms for Conni and ConnA, a quadratic time algorithm for DRess, and a cubit 

time algorithm for DRes. Then we showed how to reduce those problems to reliability 

problems allowing both node and edge failures. Although the asymptotic time complexity 

of the algorithms remains the same, the value k grows to 2k + 1. Thus it is worthwhile to 

investigate how to use the reduction paradigm directly on networks with both node and 

edge failures. Another open problem is to find a linear time algorithm for DRes 8 • We 

believe that a more careful analysis will lead to a reduction algorithm that runs in linear 

time instead of quadratic time. This algorithm would improve the running time of our 

algorithm for DRes by a factor of n and would probably suggest how to solve DResz. 

Chapter V presents our results concerning uniformly optimal 2-trees with respect 

to Rel2 • We defined three optimality criteria and characterized the extremal 2-trees, 2-

paths, and 2-caterpillars according to each optimality criterion. Some technical results 

define local graph operations that improve the 2-terminal reliability of a network with 

respect to a pair of nodes. These operations can be used to find the best pair of nodes in a 

given graph, to find a better pair of nodes, and to compare networks. Our results and the 

results in [21, 50] constitute a useful set of criteria for the design and analysis of reliable 2-

tree networks. A natural problem to consider is determining the best 2-trees with respect 

to Re[z, for l > 2. This problem seems already difficult for l = 3. Nevertheless, we believe 

that our results provide some insight int': its solution. For example, it is easy to prove 

that if the three distinguished nodes induce a triangle, the best 2-tree with respect to 

Rel3 ( using Equation V .66) consists of the triangle induced by the distinguished nodes 

and n - 3 2-leaves adjacent to the distinguished nodes. 

Another natural extensions to investigate is the characterization of uniformly op

timal 2-trees with respect to some reliability measure assuming that not only edges but 
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also nodes fail. This problem is trivial when the reliability measure is RelA. The all

terminal reliability of a network with node and edge failures is the all-terminal reliability 

of the network without node failures times the probability that all nodes are operational. 

Therefore, any 2-path is also a uniformly optimal 2-trees with respect to Re/A when nodes 

and edges fail. However, the uniformly optimal 2-trees and 2-paths with respect to Rel1 

and Res may be different from the uniformly optimal 2-trees and 2-paths without node 

failures. 

Generalizing results for 2-trees to results for k-trees seems very difficult. On the 

one hand, there is a combinatorial explosion of cases to consider if one uses the same 

techniques the we employed in this research. On the other hand, naive generalizations of 

the results for 2-trees to results for k-trees do not seem to work. For example, we know 

that any 2-path is a uniformly optimal 2-tree with respect to Rel A. It is reasonable to 

suspect that any 3-path is also a uniformly optimal 3-tree with respect to RelA. However, 

not all 3-paths have the same all-terminal reliability. We believe that even though the 

study of the class of 2-trees provides some insight into properties of k-trees in general, 

it is often insufficient to obtain results for k > 2. This is true not only in the study 

of uniformly optimal graphs but also in the design of efficient algorithms for reliability 

problems. The class of 3-trees seems more attractive because it more explicitly presents 

the general properties of k-trees and is still analytically tractable. 

In the introduction of this thesis we argued that partial k-trees have very good ana

lytical power and very good modeling power. We believe that this research well illustrates 

both points. The analytical power of partial k-trees is illustrated by the efficient algo

rithms developed for reliability problems that are inherently difficult for general networks 

and by our comprehensive characterizati~n of uniformly optimal 2-trees with respect to 

Rel2. The modeling power of partial k-trees has already been demonstrated by the mul

titude of families of graphs that are restricted cases of partial k-trees. In this research we 

further demonstrate this generality by exploring applications to the area of Combinatorics 

of Network Reliability. 
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